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United Press International 1 In Our 87th Year
11210•14 Al A nod An !tome /Century Occanatmay Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, December 20, 1966
ee-
Son: Daddy, why is a in only
arlowed to have one wife?
Pother Son, when you grow oki-
er you will under-Mend that the
law protects those who are un-




Buddhiam: "Hurt not others in
W330 that you yourself would
find hureNi.'
Judabsn: "What es hateful to you,
do not to your felkrwrnan. nest
te the entire liew, all the rest is
alle.21411TY "
ell:Li uomiinian • "There is one max-
im of iovtnigioncinees: do not un-
to others what you wouid not
have them do unto you."
Chrustauelty: "All things whatso-
ever ye would that men should
do to you. do ye even so to
therro for this a the am and
the prophets."
Notice that in the 1.130Ve four
• rude. of Brotherhood. the first
three attack the problem from a
oeitatave standpotre while the last
one proceeds f rorn a poetelve
standpoint.
Nee a negative standpoint essolly,
bue.the first three rules usae Vat
something not be done It ate
would met have it done unto tali.
• 
The INK rule urges that V aell
would Eke eantedeng dame Ear bilmo
then he timid de as kir tithed
Jut a thought.
Wife eamenente that Perry 00111110
mins to have ket his sip. Of
°auras Perry never hied n gip,
to' begin ottito but V there is ones'
ttang a person loses with advisee-
• lag years K le Op
Seems that the oider • person gets
the more content he is to lint
*ay where he la It la far easier
to lust stae Mare you are than
to get up and go somewhere.
Congratdateons to George a n d
M. Overbey on their 36th wedd-
ing aeniversary
Walking down the meet and list-
• to the (lhrist:rum carols be-
tter emir and played over at the
a Bare of Murray. we fuel our-
selves buratra into song
Yeah, we know we caret sing, but
we sing anyway There Is scene-
thing about the bear pealing out
the glad tidings that sort of gets
h you as you walk along.
We sing right along with old
Pere
One of the -k-heat &thee we here
'VIM read appeared an Ievernter
23. 1965 in the Baptist Bible Cot-
leap Herald in Mayfieki, Ken-
tucky Charles Blair, editor of
the pubkkation elves us the per-




/ )est lad to rite an tel
awl try yore redero bout the pre-
porathunis beeln rns-d at Pos-
sum Boller fee the blares rothul
events uv the year
The let event S'Pel the 1,3110.1
* pfrade uv rostrum Holler Sense
the Catherlicke lets ben havin a
(Continued On Page Rh
WEATHER REPORT
By rnited Preen Internatlenal
West Keriturky — Creel' to Pert-
ly cloudy with not much change
In terrperaturee through Wednes-
day Mahe this alien-ken 56 to
64 Win& westerly at 6 to 10
miles per hour Lown tonight 30
to 36, heels Wedneridisy 60 to 65
Outiook for Thursday — Fair and
Nentudcy Lake: 7 am. 364.2, be-
• low then 3181.
Barkley Ietkee 3639. no chime,
beknv darn 326 8, up 02.
Moon seta 12:07 stn.
Rookie 7:04. sunset 4 43.
'otr one,.
4••••••••• ••
Out Of Court Settlement Of
Kennedy Book Squabble Out
NEW YORK anot — Hopes for
an out-of-court settlement be-
tween the Kennedy Asiney and
The Death Of a President" pub-
lishers appeared to be dashed for-
ever today, lost In the crossfire
of angry charges of deceit, gnu-
since arid aearece.
Unites the unexpected occurs
soon, it seemed likely that 011e
week teen today the court pro-
meceng Mrs Jahn P Kennedy
deecnbes as hyortrilhe" vid take
place to reseeve the dispute au-
thor Wiliam Manchester calls
"cruel and unjust"
The widow has petitioned the
court for an ineuiction to block
puelezation of Mancluerhes 300.-
000-word took and its serializa-
tion. Hamper de Row Is scheduled
to pubs the boot in April and
the start of a four-part serails-
don in Look Magnine is clue on
the newsstands Jan. 10
The latest round in the painful
detente came Monday night with
the announcement by Case Can-
field. chairman of Harper dr Row's




The Calloway COunty Fiscal
Court has mined a medullae urg-
e* that Governor Edward area-
thitt take the seeps recessive to
keep Calloway County oe Csagel
atandard Tina.
'ghee rem:hitless *is beinet to
the Oovernor and Lt. Governor
and is as follower
"WHIMS/48, the Fiscal Court
of Cielowery Counts Kentucky,
meeting in the regular December.
1066 teem in the Courthouse at
Morroy. Kentucky. Is advised oir
the Federal Uniform Time Act,
and
"WHERKAS, the Federal Leda-
tattoo omeletas that all states will
go on Dame.* Sentrig Tone In
April, 1W, in the State Leg-
Mature provides otharnelee, and
"WHEREAS. the Court baiterres
that a IS in the best interest of
Calloway County and that it is
the desire of Calloway County cit-
izens to stay on Central Stand-
ard Tine
"NOW THEREFORE be It re-
solved that the Placa' Court of
Odioway County does respectfully
urge the Governor 04 this Com-
monwealth to take such aeps as
may be neceseiry to assure that





'Leon Collie, prominent used as:-
dealer of Murray. suffered a feat-
ure of the right tea and lacers-
thine ee the nose after havtng
been hit by a truck yesterday at
5:06 p m at Fourth and Won/lore
Streets
Coale was; rushed by ambuiance
to the Morray-Callow County
Hospital following the accident
Sat Jame; Brown and Patrol-
man Max Morrie sold Durbin And-
rew Woods of Mutely Route Five,
driving a 1966 Chevroiet Pickup
was stem south on Highway 121.
Chale wiss wahine arms the
street from the Crowe Auto Sup-
ply to the Orillie and Parker Us-
ed Car Lot.
The Police will Coley told them
he raw the truce corning, started
on aches the areht. Stopped and
started ermine baolettordiks. and
the front of the truck hood hit
Collie Pollee said the trunk skirld-
cel 36 feet and ten Moller.
Ong* Is hated as in aatietact-
ory condition (rainy.
will bring out tee boar as pann-
ed "in the Interest of historical
iccuraco and d the public's right
to know the true facts of tth
aweseme tragedy "
Criticise. Family
Cantered suggested that if Mrs.
Kennedy or Sen. Robert P. Ken-
nedy, 13-N.Y., would read Man-
chester's account instead of re-
maineng ignorant of it, the cur-
rent controversy might be settled
"Unfortunately, the useintrers of
the Kennedy family were unsettl-
ing` to read the manuscript them-
selves and hence they designated
representatives to do time for
them," he seise "Had they read
it themaives, the. present stets-
teen mrigtst twee been avoided."
In response to Cenflesets stele"
mere. a spokesman for the Ken-
nedy. snapped back: "No amount
of rhetoric shout 'historical ar
ounce' or the 'public's right to
know' can seernate the nature
of the °controversy — whether Mr
Manchester anal t he publishers
broke the sweeten agreement.
from which breath enormous pro-
fits ellt appseently flow.
Quashes Of Privacy
'The questions is not the bode
'nee to km' — no one bre de-
•a& nett. The question Is
the right the Mks. Zesinedy and
her children to Woe with a min-
imum of privacy and clanty, time
trans pubitoation of Intimate de-
of their thee at a time of
great sorrow — details which be*
no oanoelerabie nthition to bit-
The 19010•1111Ill contlnued, per-
&Udine the remarks of Canfieski:
"Although neither Seri Kennedy
ear Mrs. Kama* has read the
Manchester meraisonpt ga m-
ien* — esithollsee repsvessotadves
Moving done ao -- bath Mon-
cheater and the oddities's drew
that Mrs. Karasedy was erdl a-
ware clf the parsons! miesigas to
whloh the °bigoted Indeed, Mrs.
Kennedly spoke directly to Mr.
Mandwater on at lend the moos-
kill, culled* her '1111dadlions to
those parts ce the manuscript
which she felt unnecessial* in-
vaded her 'privacy and that of
her children
"And, although he agreed to
delete them from the publatied
version, nether he ncr Harper &
Row, nor Lock Itheasone. has done
so, roar hate they even. In the
period of this dispute, permitted
Mrs Kennedy or her represents,
thee amens to the manuscript "
James McCuiston Is
Wounded In Viet Nam
James Morgan McOuLstort nep-
hew of Mr. Frocie Hcrnbuckle,
ham been wounded In Viet Nam,
It was learned today McMinn,
a career Army man, received a
mortar fragetent In the kirt arm
and remains too hospital In
South Viet Hem,
MoCuletco wan born in Murray
and attended Douglas High School
and 'pent two years at Lane Col-
/tee to Jadcaon, Tenrseasee He
later moved to Clary Indians% with
the tanth and enlisted in the
Army.
He is the son of Jr:lin Morgan
MoCtiaton who is well known by
many Mummers 0 B WOWS-
on a brother nue hies in Gary
as well as Its father.
McCulation has been in the Ane,
for about 17 years.
Calloway FBLA Has
Meeting Last Week
The Future Duabseas Leaders of
Amerika chapter * Callowey
County line% School held Its
manithey meeting on Thundery,
December 15, at one pin. in Jef-
frey therinutien.
Clayton Hamner gave the de-
votion blowing the opening rit-
ual by the officers and the bus-
inns illactureon
Carol Plano, Glenda Dale. and
Mende Oceopton presented a pro-
gram of Christman carols in which
the entire dlub participated
obe heghlieht of the meeting
was a airpttill• AMA to the club by
Smith Claus
Refreehments were nerved at
the dose of the meeting.
100 OF THEM FOR NORTH VI AM—Thde
21 fighter planes, 100 more of width fhlelUding IWO MO
have reportedly been deliv-meh to North Vietnam by Mos-





Vol. LXXXVII No. 299
Murray High Frosh
Defeat N. Marshall
The Murray High Freshman de-
feated the North Manna& Fresh-
man the St. Miry Clikteteruse
Tournament het night. 11-4.-
The Time were lisa be goons*
by Albert Scott, 4lk
Lone Oak ouisimme Scramosts
31 to hi in the only other game
Teregia Carbide will meet Retd-
band. and Ballard will play St.
Mary
Lone CI* 6 14 24 31
thereon* 4 6 11 21
Lone Oak 131) Huff 4, Bebe-
wail 2, Maas& 4, Martin 5, Arnold
2, Oarsup 14.
Syrnernia 121) Jarvis 5




Morn* o 17 36 46
North Marshal 2 6 15 23
Murray Scott 16, Width=
6, Knipht 5. Hudspeth I. Retie-
rriont 5, Ward 1, Dick 5, Moeda-
1011 4.
North Manimil 124) Magory
Nett Smith 2, Heavens 2, Do-
well k( Ronal 2, Hughes 7, Bur-
keen 5, Anent 5
•
4-H Club Sings For
Shut-ins Thursday
The 4-H Club dr Rdiertion
School went Christmas carolling on
Thursday, December 15 They sang
for the dast-to at the Convales-
cent Divon of the Murray-Cal-
loway Cloudy Hoepital and also
to an appreciative audience at
th. West View Nursing Home
The group retuned to Robert-
son School where they conducted
then rieular business meeting
GRASS FIRE
The Moray Fire Department --
called out est. night at 7:46 to the
urns' of 9th and Vine Streets where
a grams fire wee revorted The fire-





Two traffic colksom were In-
vortagated by the Murray Cry
Police Department on Monday. ac-
to the reports filled by
the cfticem
At 6:37 pm James Quentin
%Moon of New Conoord, driving a
194111 Ford f uur door sedon owned
by Guy 8. Willem, was gating south
he hIlighlway 641 South, and made
A bat turn into Jerrrit Parting
Carl Ricky Beckman, led
Olive Streak driving a deg
two dour hardtop was
going north we Jerry's Peat-
trig LA pulled out tn front of
the Wilson car which htt the
Redman car In the Wit front
fender, accordira to Sr James
Brown and Patrolman Max Moto
its
Patrolmen BID McDougal and
Date Diann investigated sit ac-
cident at 11 10 am co Story
Avenue Cars involved were a
1903 Tani le tan truck owned by
Denny hellth, 1014 Sharpe Street
and, drfven by Janos Porter King,
406 North 5th Street. and • 1967
'Thunderbird two door herdtop
owned by Net), Ryan and driven
by Betty L. Ryan of Murray Route
Four.
The truck had backed out of
a Mimed to let another oar
drive Into the driveway and was
on the *ft aide of the street.
The Thunderbird wee traveling
mat on Story Avenue and at-
tempted to pews au` tFUCk on the
right Ade when the trunk mated
Into the left nkle of the oar as it
was attempting to pass, wooed-
Ow to the Faber.
One person was arrested for
page drunkermese on Monday,




Funeral &Tykes for Mrs. Rob-
ert (Carleere Childress of Alm°
Route One are being held today
at two pm. at the chapel of the
Max H. Murtha' Funeral Home
with Rev. Willie Johnson and Rev
D. W. Stilington offsciatua In-
terment will be in the Temple
Rill Cemetery
Pallbearers are E. G. Chaernan
Bobby Gene Schroeder. J. C.
Scroader, Jimmy Lee fechroarier,
Euel D Burkeen, and Donald
oan
Mrs Ohaldress, age 70, died
Sunday at the Murray-Calkiway
County licepitai. She is survivor'
by her hothead, Robert, son, Jam-
es of Jackson. Tenn., two sisters.
Mrs. Hattie Chapman of Dexter
Route One and Mrs. Lennie Walk-
er of 'Tenneisee, six grandchild-
ren, anal five great grandchlkiren
The Max H. Churchill Funeral




Adman/ans. Desmilar 16, 19611
kers Sara Carbran and baby
S. Benton; Mrs. Benito
Omer arid baby boy, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs. Pamela Robinson,
Route 2, Murray, Mrs. Iva &Writ-
ten, lime Mks Laura • Crab-
taw, 307 North leth Semi, Moo-
ray, Mrs. Wenn Hamm* illopte
3. lauffreff ; Mrs Glenda Elms,
Rode 3, beurray; Mrs Roth Bell,
Aimo; David Palmer, Route 1,
Ague Master Mark McOulaton,
Route 4, Murray;
Dienbasks, December IS, 1.986
Min Karen leloCkire, 517 Broad
Wert. Skintufr: Mrs. iivs Burkern.
Mouse 1, Darter. Mrs. Glenda K.
Paiitur, sod baby bay, Route 2,
Calvert Citto Cletus Robinson. 1106
She Wst Court. Murree'. Mrs. Lor-
ene Maw Route 5, Murray: Mrs
June 0 Wgeon. Box 322. Mur-
ray, Jena, Quinton, Box 192,
Dover, Tents. Kra Cerise% Child-
ress hexpiredr, Route I, Also;
Robert. Oblirirem Route 1, Akno.
Calloway FFA Wins
Tobacco Judging
The Calloway County Meth
(*hod chapter ce the Metre
Fanners of America won the Me-
trict to hderust contest that
me teed in Paducah on Friday,
December 16
Members of the teim were Rog-
er Joseph, Keith here. Steve Ca-
ttle?, and Billy Hendon.
Two numbers of the chapter en-
tered tdiacco in the show and to-
• ale. Dovid Palmer had the
beet hanebed crop in the show
and received the /second highest
prem. Riser Joseph pieced third
with he orep.
14* team tams to enter the
state contest which elk be held












SOUTH CHINA SEA 4?
MEKONG DELTA—The Mekong River which pours through South Viet Nam from Cambodia







MICeals screarnow past at twice
the speed of sound fired missiles
and cannons at US. warplanes
Monday but failed to prevent a
devil-stating attack against a pet-
roleum dump near Hanoi. U.S.
bombs touched off fires that dark-
ened the Hance slues with black
smoke
No UR. plane losses were re-
Ported although swarms of the So-
viet-built jets rhee to meet the
Americans. Tihe petroleum dump
at Ha Gia, 14 mem from Hand,
is adiacent to the Phtic Yen air-
field and is where the MIGs draw
their fest supplies.
The U15. Air Force announced
the raid Morichy when it occurr-
ed and reported new details to-
BULLETIN
SAIGON — North Viet-
namese troops today Masted one
of their own fishing fleets with
ms -to-air SAM needles In-
tended for raiding U.S. Nary
planes, a military spokesman re-
ported.
clay on the haals of plats' assess-
ment of the 120 inons —
ii bu41010 *fights — flown a-
mind the— Comethist Moab dur-
ini a break in bad weather.
'Me American planes ranged up
and doom the Red River Valley
which is the awth rag and dver
supply route linking harsh with
Communist Clem. They also shot
up Communat shipping along the
coast and bleated suppty and stag-
ing arms on the Infiltration rout-
es of lower North Vietnam — the
panhandle.
Bomb Troops
B162 Sheeler bombers returned
to the wine area today and bomb-
ed Commune* troop concentrat-
ions sirs the six-mile wide Decal-
'tanned Zone DMZ between North
end South Vietnam where the
Commuraits are stall teem& to
mount an offensive The 1362A hit
just bolos' the DMZ late Monday.
No significant mound fighting
was reported today but troops of
the 1st Air Cavalry Division
fighting in the coaatal jurgles 285
mthes northeast of Saigon raised
the the of COMMUIliaa deed to
mire thin 300 in the bathe which
began 01: eatuniay Anwirtoan 10a-
DM were called "moderate."
A apokeenusin **I between 21
and 35 F105 Thondenthiees Muer
Ma OM in a raid aimed at knock-
ing out suet alloPhea for the 14:10
planes which defend Hanoi
He saki a clown or more MI0178
and 7.0021. ewe to challenge the
Arnericars. The main attack came
36 miles tort/went of Honed where
four dif the doka-winged 7.lIG2ls
— stupid Eke a Paper dart —
zoomed oast at speeds of nearly
1,50D miles per hour
IbtICIs Mimed
They eked heat-meeting air-to-
' missiles ind burets from their
30 millimeter cannon but missed
In jet age dogfights at super-
set* speeds three Is seldom a
channe to shoot back ethd the
Americans did net return the fire.
Amebae jets tieing fighter
cover turned to meet then. The
Americans normally use F4C
Phantoms — also in the superso-
nic Mae — as fighter cover.
The Ale Trite planes encoun-
tered "numerous" MI017e and
Delta winged 511021s. sopkeismen
reported There was no immed-
iate acornint of dernege or losses
by either side.
Flit Near Abeam
The Ha tela fuel dump Ls ad-
jacent to Phew Yen Alrbase where
twiny of the Mich used to de-
fend Hanoi are parked Amer-
ican pilots returning from the
raid geld thee bombs net en
thunderous explosions and left the
depot in • gea of smoke and flam-
es.
The attock dearly indicated that
the MIG base itself could also
have been hit, Such an attack
would be regarded a ma
jor reseal-
s-Mon of the air war, and there
have been repots the Pentagon
is considering a go ahead on bomb-
ing or the presently offhinait tar-
get.
Informed sources have reported
that North Vietnam herstly
doubled its force of MIG inter-
ceptors, adding 100 of the jets —
at least 20 of them being advanc-
ed, swept winged MIG21s.
Resume Read Bombing
Monday's strike was the fine *
Amencan planes on the soak
outakirts once last Tuesday ald
Wedneeday when Command.*
charged that reekientsal 'him /a-
side the owes/ were bonded. 138-
spokesman said WI bombe Mendip
were "On talVdt," ap-
parel:thy designed to Mime die will
off LIlly Conwnunist claim that
rion-mllitary grows were struck.
Air Force B62 strategic bomb-
ers continued their assault on tiss
demilitarized Bone today, randier
tone of high explosives on ilse
ax-mule wide buffer between the
Vieteames. Late Monday, the high
Stratdortresses bombed a sued&
ed Communist troop concentraticas
In Qtient Tri provenoe • few
mike mouth af the DMZ.
Further south. US. Army
Air Cavalry troops reported find-
ing bodies of 116 enemy adhere In
a Carona Highlands battithiekl ol
lost week The Cawakymen had
suffered -moderate" ossuakies in





Carl Oakley will join the coach-
ing staff of Murray State Univer-
sity. in Pebruary, under head coach
Bill Pogereon.
onkho hayed four years at Ow-
bin High School under Oesie Borth
;before enrolling at Esteem In 1956
Othley entered the service, then
in 1982 he went to Morehead under
roach Guy Penny.
Oaltley went to lettetern in 1984,
to help mach. under former Oaten
tearrierate Ro-c Kirke where he is
at the present time
Oakley hos been responaibie for
Eastern's fine offensive effort which
reached a peak this season when
the team won seven and lost three,
the school's beet record aide 1964,
when they won 8. kit 1 and tied 1.
An unoonfirmeci rumor Is that
harmer Murray State Football orach
might be considering a coaching yob
at Eretern
NOW YOU KNOW
by Upited !Mg international
AustraMio with 96 per cent of
its land turf**, below 2,000 feet
above as level, is the Onvest-
Lying conUrrent, prop yrticrratt.:1
SHOPPING
j) DAYS LEFT
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TUESDAY - DISCEMLIKR 20, INS
Qiiiotes Frog The News
By t NULL; Pb niTLANATIONAL
'Ulv4TraD NATIONS - L' S. Ambassador Arthur J. Goldberg
asking Secretary Cieneral Thant to try to arrange talks for an
**Widen cea.selir in Vietnam;
"I can assure you that the government of the United
States will cooperate fully With you in getting such Ws-
cussion_s started promptly and in bringing theta to a slICC1.--
fig conclusion."
SAIGON - Evangelist Billy Graham telling American
lathers in Vietnam he would appeal in his prayers to the Viet
OiNag to follow the Christmas Message of peace:
-Sve,n while were fighting them, we can pray for them."
NEW YORK - Cass Canfield. an official of Harper and
stow Publishers, Inc., saying his firm Will go ahead a.s planned
with pubncatacen of the book -The Death of a President,"
detailing the a...ctssination of John F. Kennedy:
. in the interest of historical accuracy and of the
public's right to know the true facts of the awesome tragedy."
NE WYORK - A Kennedy family spobeammi defending
MI's. John F. Kennedy's move to have certain portions of the
tlotik revised.
"The question is the right of Mrs. Kennedy and her
children to live with a minimum of privacy invasion, free
from pubtictitioti of intimate details of their lives at a time
of great sorrow."
A Bible Thought For Today
But be, waling to justify himself, said unto Jesus, And
who is my neighbor? -Lake II:.
Tins is a good question that continues to be asked by
lie who want to draw a tight circle. But Jesus rules out the
Tita Years Ago Today
William Hurt of Murrai Route "1 au and Harper E Tits-
warm). of Let:enter, father of Dr A IL Titsworth of Murray,
were injured when they crashed headoin about seven miles
from Mayfield toward Murray Mr Thoworth suffered lacers-
Rona about the face and was bruised considerably Mr. Hurt
suffered a passible fractured pelvis bone.
The Murray Trainuig School Colts fell to the Kirksey
EagLes61-51 111 the opening round of the Christmas Tourney,
sponsored. to the Kirksey PTA at the Carr Health Building.
In the Junior High game held earlier Brewers defeated Kirk-
• y.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Tucker received a nice Christrnas
gift this Morning at two o'clock when their son. Donald, called
them from Heulletverg. Gerinauy. He is with a station hospital
ui Heidleberg after breaking his ankle laid week.
Mr and Mrs T 0 Taylor and daughter of Roswell. New
Heitico, will spend the Christmas holidays with their parents,
PAL and Mrs. Verble Taylor and Mr. and Mrs. JiMmie Taylor.
cpix UldrItelks
IltaiSHIMOTOR tri - Former
Mpsedent Dwight D. riaenhowar is
reported to es progreaanst airy
ask- froze tpill !Andel* surgerY.
Mit It Ls Mil not known whether
tie OM be pamateci to go Mese
for Chnenass
Dancers at Walter Reed Army
Ilnliabel renewed the stitcnie from
Insenhowers McMinn klosalse and
permitted the 76- year-oM general
to chine hia own menu after art-
days at mon Met
TSTWSH ES
R STMAS
1st eels dememisle up our brat
Aisiptpio wlidbo• . . . far yea!
01-
SYKES BROS. LUMER COMPANY
THE LEDGER • TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
The Almanac
by Diked Frees internatiamal
Today Ls Tueeday, Dec. 20. the
364th day of MI wadi LI to fa-
loas,
The moon is bobieen its first
quarter and WA phase.
The ma-tang sralri are Mars
and .Ptiptisr_
The emend star is flaturn_
Anierican manufacturer and pro-
ducer of rubber. Harvey Pere-
atone, was born on this day Ur
181111,
On tho deg in history:
In 1106, the Amender) govern-
ment othamily tore over from
Frame the land bought ma the
Ifl 
Lomilant Purchase
1864, Om. Willean sherman
completed his -niari to the sea"
and armed an Savannah Oit
in 1492, the fourteen litilliaan
rePtiblies oombinecl to form the
Unica of die Senn Suasion Re-
Publics
.In 1962. 81 servicemen were kill-
ed when an Air Force "globate's",
er" plane creetied at Moses Lake
tn washington
A thought for the day - Amer-
ican mset We& Whitman
"Once fully enidaved, no ration.
state, city of the earth, ever al-
tereard resumes its liberty."
HOG MARKET
Federal Same Market News Servere,
Dec 20. 1996 Kentucky Purchase-
Arm Hog Market Repeat halkabis
7 Baying Siations.
Receipts sees H. Banos anti
Oaks liSr Higher. Sows, 714
C. 8 1-2 190-210 he ‘018,11-2L3a;
U. 8. 1-3 190-23u mis 621S-31.0O;
U. 8. 2-3 236-270 21s SI5.16-211iNd
ROWS:
tf 8 1-2 260-360 Los 61500-16011;
U. 8 1-3 360-460 Ile 111400-15.0re






We are halving winter now after
• loNely lea I will be glad to see
the sun once more.
MIS Year a wing m fast.
Down% seem Mrs b could be more
than 8 months Moot last Olariataien,
but its Moon 12 maths.
So many deaths, accidents and
TUESDAY - DDCEMBER 20, 1966
as neighbors. They are maving to Curn Mathis and MIS.
Hazed, we are sorry tO lose them Mr. and Mrs. likhard Duke and
Mr. and Mrs. Hannon Wilson sold oluiciren of Murray, Mr. and bars.
their house and lot here in Provid- Leon birrosv and Rita, and *Ir.
ence to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilhite, and Mrs. Bobby Stubblefield and
Mid Mr. and Mrs. Munce Houeden. children were SatuidalY night ad-
Glad to keep the WiltAtee and hope ere uf the Darrel litiatins faionly.
the Hinadene will build next door
to us.
Mr. are Mrs. Orval Simmons of
Jackman. Tenn., were the Dec. 4th,
chimer cuestas of Mr. and Mrs. Oren
Simmons. and Mrs. Bertha Sim-
mons. Mrs. Bertha Simmons re-
turned home with them for a week.
noknem kiencenea cbirulE rbe Quite a few have had colds andpast year. We can get a paper, but • vans around here. gra. Edwinawhat there aren't three Cr four Stubblefield's family have 13.11 h64deaths ansi accidents. Lets ail hope it, but see all well no„ wine stab_
hy 61.11.61Ni. 1987 will be better in Mat way a.nd it dant very well now,
L rem inueransanal that the efroadoul wor 141 be over, ter the fall he had from a tree he
:mar YOKK - A Ilidlitar- Henry MnM'S of Pall& Tenn-, ens sqepane, in the fan his left anai
Mited Mr. and mr5 Joe H- chit was billien. George LinvOie ad-
"ge rcir 50 "bre 'tuti IL' days with M. and Mrs. Over. Wbitg
a major egg& and sone in Padwah She returned Mr. and Mrs n Simmons werea net eager ins Wein. a Post- home with the whines mininzine. Sunday guests of Mr. mad Mrs. Lou&auanua einietaititin arranged by 11..s log Day. Carr and am of Briansburg.
cle...•••,r is • MAO. Mra. Bertha Sininione was the
Mr. and Mr- N Jr Mail MaLta6 and, Nut yearns Later, a one-man Thnatrvoit (tamer guest of sir.
• tne ,•211001 am:- and Mrs A. W. Simmons Jr , and
Jar Re.saalada has the antics shout- „tuidren. she vent the rest of the
Ang Luso tbe onieolors balm* over week with Mr. arid Mrs. Audrey
one acouner to pay up to tie,- sinununs,
Ain-Dorn Meier 11"4 in uua)ut- during a at last week.
sky an twat careenwan  Vu-
Mra RIPAY ).MBer elPee‘ 38,4014 able to be out.
proving very slow** and it dill un-
uu0 far Me wadi.
The testacy at art is madded
wawa tragedies Wke that of Turku
nujan istri-18411, via° worked as
a chef in Floree in the wirier
to PaY the rent on an unheated
Manientan -lab" ahem he amid
pursue its ear.
Illemege To Trajan
Sumas at -Homage to Tra-
ni]," - the New Sobool art cent-
er's first one-tran nataintion -
adds poignancy to the dilemma of
• poetic mane sackam to his
pralosopin at a time when poetic
rename a out of favor
Triton spent his creauve ld
wortnig in cameos on human and
anima/ forms. both free-standing
and in rabid with soca cksaints
and miniengs thrown in meanly
as studies for tale manipulate.
He was ara suIplar in
modern times - heckle* tam* to
Greek sculpture - peint 
his01 
 ale „turtles and the
w
The f irst shock of surprise at ar The forms and .
$ 12.00-14.00 the thkie PethithtZli t*le shag te: =menth  illidewmgt"edback
s4jtjer 15
gives way to Ida-nuance for tbe Yews. he might hare C5.ed us 
llenk"DmiAs at allrehe thed 
on
studio - where ne
to warm his bed by
atectric Sega bib
- arrounded by
work and ane military
possesen: hie Bibb.
Mrs. J. T. Taylor and Mrs. Wyk*
Parker were recent cabers of Mr,
and Mrs. Lassiter Rill. Mr. and
Mrs. Hilt were Thunithe might
gum of Mr mei Mrs. J. D.
and Robyn af Calvert City, and the
Sunday afterrioon caliers of kir.
and Mrs Clarence Stubblefield.
We have heard that we are shout
to lose Mr. and Mrs. Tosoo Wilson
unexpected, subtle brushwork met
Wb Etteelive
The isfe-aate reclining deur,
-lierth of Ian' for example, has
red hex. one pee babe arm and
• greecetioged body, but is wholly
allecepre -pdasisi Prams-
.r laes. mob bat fie mimed al a
•amt mime. is blocd-res1 A
Bucy-Parker Lumber
Company
ts 2 3 So. 4th Street
Now Offering End Of
Year Pre-Inventory
Sale
December 20th - 31st
Lowest prices we have ever offered on stock
items. Our regular 10% discount with an-
other 10% discount for cash and carry sales.
Storm windows excluded.
Below are a few item.sas 
sale'
will find in stock
with many more on
* RI !IDEAS
RARDWARE







a FIBER (.1, 555




* S 4 S BOARDS






MOULDING & TB 151
* PLYWOOD - MOST
ANY TYPE
b PLYWOOD PANELING,
Several La Choose From
* J. NI. INSULATION, Full
Thick and' Economy
* M. CEILING TILE
Plain and Perforated
* ASPHALT RAG FELTS
* ASPHALT SHINGLES















• L. W. PASCSALL




• BETTY LOU HILL
• JANICE PASCSALL





tortured -St Franca" renninacent
in posture of eano-Indian Budd
has but completely individual in
wean:writ, complete with halo, has
a broneed patina which gives the
enpressen of a hong-buried aka*
tcin
Tralen was recognized in his
income by both crests and fel-
/ow-6MM,, as a mialof taltint But
net a single collector, li.Llery or
museum mar tit to pandheae lau
wort He sabitis into
rejecting dae metal
Bro. Bunchy preached his hat
sermon for this year. He will be tea
scot/and over the 51'0.
Will T. Windiest will be here the
eiti Sunday. anither ittabard wIll
be Waving us after the Mina sun-
ray, whinth will be ha last sermon.
We sure hate to give them up a-
gain.
Bro. inickley was the Armee guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Vick and Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas idnates.
Mrs. Eini N. Wagon is reedy to
begin wort in her new beauty shop
in their home sauth of Providence
on Hazel Route 2 We wets her
much success She is a good beau-
tkian. Vint her.
Recent vitiators and dithers in the
George Linville name were Mr. and.
MM. John diehrim and Tracy at;
Como, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Erna





tiuldaw night14kruem-s of Mr. arzi mrs P.c.kett and Kim, Mr. Afid atri
Oren Mathis, Mr. and Mrs. Taiwan
Lamp, McKinley Show, Thomas Ma-
this, Thin Linville. Dr. Whayne, Bob
Spiceland, Raymond nidwell, Mr.
and Mrs. Lemacer Hal, Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Allhritten. Mr and Ms
,Buford Barton, and Box oit. Par*,
Tenn, Mt. and lint Oren Seurnons,
Mrs. Bertha Simmons, Dale Buckley
of Sandaram. Teas.. Derrell Ma-
this, Bobby Stubblefield, Dar=
Lamb, Odell Laanb, Mr. and Mrs.
Olarenoe Mayer of Savannah, Tenn..
Mr. and Met Fred Lan:Ater of Hick-
man Ky,, Ruby Hendon, Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Falwell iuni Cnikiren.
Joe It Cult aro venom. Karen
Alibi-wen, and MIS. Fred Wallace
Ma. McKinley Show was bag-
was to its at her nalohliora froin
near Rsiabing Creak at their Baba
Homemakers Club bat Wads.
riA
 istliAttArtAtribtkintill ION  MIN WM A% WM islA
pill NW MA'AM /1141111~ WO! Mkof Welf MANN VII IIMMONIUM1611110i
VF.
From Each Of Us
At This ..ieason • •
The New Protein= Club mot
with Mrs Larry Curd Tuesday.
Wishing each and everyone of
the Ledger & Times staff and Its
readers a very Merry Ohretinais and
Happy New Year. Rope to see you
rizt year.
Mrs. George Linvtlie
I would like to express my sincere Christmas Wishes face
to face with everyone in Murray and Calloway County,
but as this is not possible, I would like to take this means
of wishing young and old, in my office, other offices, the
busines people, county and Murray people, and especially
the aged, ill and afflicted in our homes, rest homes and
the hospitals . . .
A Very Merfy Christmas























1 Happy. New Year, Too I



















































To all our friends,










On this wonderful holiday. of Peace and Joy
we send our hearth], greetings, and wishes
for your Christmas, to be merry and bright.
Hooks' Wheel Alignment








BIRTHDAY DINNERS FOR ALL MEMBERS!
;k11C1111 1,114211 apt AO ell 1PIIItt41101 EMI 1101 &AIWA'
j
Enjoying her 5th birthday
at Jerry's Is Charlene Tuck-
er, the guest of honor.
Pictured, from left to right,
are: Tracy Gingrass, Mark
Clemens, Jerry Nace, Leslie
Hunter, Charlene Tucker.
JelilliTS Restaurant





By DAVID NV DICK
A teen-ac party snou:d be pro-
perly supervised. This doesn't mean
interfering or )Dining in the Party
but it does mean urine gon:1 Judg-
ment to avoid the development of
proble.ns.
The basic responsibility to supply
proper supervision belcngs to the
parents in whose home the party
is held. Other parents could be in-
volved depending upon the needs
end cireumstanes. Cooperation be-
tween paronts is most important.
There is certally no harm in a
pirent making • telephone cell to
find out what is being Planned at
a party to which his chid hays been
invited. Same parents hesitate to
do this because they feel it may be
eroharramir= It darrukt never be
embarraing to show an interest in
a child's welfare. An offer to assist
in preparations might be a diplo-
matic way to discuss the pbris, Re-
member that the other parent would
probably like to know the nune
thing's when the situation is re-
versed.
What about al000holle beverages?
Liquor does not belong nor is it
needed at a teen-age party. Attend-
ance at parties where Liquor is serv-
ed shculd be avoided.
Teen-ewe drinking has resulted
In all kinds of undesirable behavior.
Automobile ecriderets, vandalism,
fighting sexual pmenbruity are of-
ten the result of aicohol.
Hopefully the indivdiial teenerer
haa developed Yakked and standards.
It is unfortunate when pressures of
peers and arcup wldneas aoric a-
Jack Ruby Goes On
Trial Once Again
nightclub opemtor who balled Peer
DALLAS Jack Ruby. Rie
Mont Jotin P Kenneth's asinestn.
will go on trial a secand time for I
the slaying "posellaly Pebnarr
at Wictrita Pala Tex., It sees an-
nounced Tuetday
The Texas Court of Criminal Ap-
peals overturned Ruby's 1964 con-
viction arid ordered a new one in a
oitv other than Dallas
gainit the teen-ager's good judg-
ment.
Parents have an absolute respon-
rtbility to guide and protect their
chticiren from improper activities.
Nriny surveys of teen-agers have
indica.ed that they want anti re-
spcct parents who set reasonable
standards and enforce them.
Parents should be aware of their
teen-iwer's friends. Pertxips It
would be helpful if groups of par-
ents wheLse ohildren do attend part-
ies and associate with each other,
gct toeether and agreed upon some
reasonable standards for parties and
other activities.
This would certainly avoid the
problem of teen-agers who tell their
parents that all the parents are
more lenient.
Feel free to set your own stand-
ards. Discuss them with your child
and be sure he underst.. ands mesas.
Make reasonable c•yinprumises but
don't be afraid to stand ycur ground
and enforce your rules.
Parties should be fun. However,
fun does not requiee 1:guor 07 any




As He brought us Peace,
may this holiday bring hope for all




contentment of a snowy
landscape, may you and yours have
the serene peacefulness of Blessed Christmas.
Superior Laundry & Cleaners
206 North 4th Street
MIN MAMMA WA WO! P*0! WOI lig~! 44.0!** 0! %AN )1214 WIINCOMAMOMLIOSAMAPJAMAWO.K.10.Wes.*
91 111ERRY41 effitiSTIOIng
112
Pretrial hearings will be held in
paha
The otatr. whithstioceetlid In
getting the farmer str'p-chiti owner I
sentenced to death for ierre..ing lee NC
Harvey Oswald will try &WW1 foe
the death penalty.
Ruby's lawyers said they hope the
jury will sentence Ruby to no more AK
than five years in prison for bir-
der-without-malice.
Criminal Dist Judge Louie T 110,
Holland met with Dallas Dist. Attv
Henry Wade and defense lawyers Ni
fore announemg where the new *-
for ahnost two hours Tueaday be-
trial would be held lie maid he
would set a definite trial date with-
in 30 days but indameel the trial it
would be held -possibly in Peb-
May the Christmas
Star light the way to
peace and joy for all.
To You And Your Loved Ones . .
Holiday Season Filled With Joy
All year long our many friends wish us well by continued loyal pat-
ronage. We take this opportunity to express our gratitude and sin-
cere Christmas Wishes.




JESSICA HAYES PEGGY SCHENK
DOODLE LATIMER
Dot's Beauty Salon
103 So. 10th Street
Judy's Beauty Shop





CHARLOTTE GROGAN — ()anti-
Fashion Beauty Salon
Complete Beauty Care
101 No. 10th Street
Tourist Welcome






Beauty Services to the Public
at School Prices
We Build Succesful Careers
College Beauty Shop
309 No. 16th Street
Kut 'n Kurl Beauty Shop








SALON OF HAIR STYLES
500 Maple Street
Specializing In Hair Cutting
THE
Charm Beauty Salon
107 No. 4th Street
Personalized Styling
MURRAY AUTO 







_As Vire hear again
the wondrous story of
Christmas, our hearts
are ever gladdened,





At The Pool Home
The booze of blze. Kart A. Pool
*as the so...24: Santhaty ien.111-
.141 la a boolien shoe er Wet.
1.....212•11..../U Mae Too, Plaelone
no...or-tee. of 1 .o..mos I eLlier.
Yea0W siX1 White hews adorn-
ed the perm roans. An unusual
marl sas snide of Mete weelloth
beLs Looned by a lerge window
back of the closing table. A bride
inn was the center thane of the
party taint etas Purdorn pinned
to her al.:AAA-1PC & pit 00rSligt 01
shoe mono And can:A-a-as tiVi.)
kitchen widget&
Little Min CrIVell Purdorn. name
Sc the h._ce-e_ett. asauhed the
bastes. In serving Money party
senchecher, cookies and 00ftel
Tar eurbout the emanating Mee
John N. Turdom nee& pictures
Sc the party. and of the as
tome gfts placed on a table cov-
ered er de • white embroidered
Moth The brae-elect was pre-
sented a mike a_ eking set by
the hostess.
Mrs. Wein Pardon mother of
the Oncle-elect was a sperm!
pest Others intending were Wei-
MI Marian Berate Hay sand-




Madders. 411 Vine Men:torten
Porter Whitt %manager
I MaoteSI C3-2512
TER LIDGIB lb TIMID — INDIUM KRIIITOOKY




The Heade Inn was the scene
of the luncheon bea by the Oune-
beamed Predenex leo women of
the North P -leant Grove Muriel
en Fraley. Doember le, at twelve-
thirty *Mod us the afternoon
Pliven Cain gave thanks
preceding the luncheon. and furn-
ished the Leath decor...tom for
the table. Inc:tend en the door-
ahem Imo a beautifully artdi nal
tree decormed with trues and
roes and flanked by rad candies.
I -One Soktery Le " this the
venal Clareimes weft by Mrs.
Menu Lawson This a • abort
on the Ile of Jeri&
Christ
Clefts were exchanged to the
troop and suratene fr.ends were
reveated
These whore sere Mr e DMA
Graham. Mrs Moganee Nell Boyd,
Mrs &Mut Can Mrs Merrin
Lawson Mrs Oead Burnett* and
Mrs Paid CUIMItte1•211
era Leah Coe:Meg aletakne
Meta tenth Diablo Judy How-
ard. Aro.etes Sykee. and Donna
liethernes Seas Diathesis.




Mrs Dam Maims of Hazel
'Rothe Two 
has been thenamed
from dee Weems Baptist thee
peak Paducah
• • •
Tem Dellallo of threw ties





Mra. Harlan Hodges will tell a
story he children et three pm. at
the Idurner-Caboa sy Owen Wa-
rsaw. Children ogee fthe and
older are welcome This migrant
wig take the pace of the regular
story boor on Wednesiley after-
noon
• • •
The Martens Chapel Methocest
Ohuroh WHICH will meet at the
name a Mrs. Gerald Garnett Sc
lieVeLl pin Ars J *Mee X alithool
ell be p--am leader and Mrs.
Ellnare Henry soil be alL•Ce66,
• • •
The Phebran Sunday School
Clam of the First lia•pt1.9L Church
NIA have a p-Saint AIM& 14 the
be of Mrs. Art Lee, Main
&reek at &z 02:IL• • •
liturni,y Amenably No 19 Order
ef the Rainbow for Gots will hold
os regOar :toeing at the Demonic




The din Orme Broth' Church
Ithanates lifeetonary &Wee wth
We se dune tneeang at the
chards at seven pm. Ilire Jahn
fillampt we be program leader
• • •
Miss Karen Ward
Has Party On Her
Seventh Birthday
Slat Karen Wiseci wAs the de-
flgratuily AM* ewes to a math
genup of her gari friends Sc the
home of he grandparents. Mr.
and Mrs Lennie Warn on Satur-
day, December 17, at two o'clock
on the afternoth.
The mewl occission was in
oftlebrumbon of her seventh both-
)7200 Balsam and a ta—r4 aLrret.:6"mi saint
Spruce Trees
Will Offer to Sell
'2.00 ea.
6 ft. to 10 ft. tall
FLOCKED TREES
- On Sale -t
'1.00 ft.
it
Place Your Order or Select
The thanes pboed poen and
/
clothes pa paw wen snit pMais
st Lem Amens and sena Hienseen.:Ames were repeated several tanoi




table overbid ernis a special
en• Chromes Math to appeal to chit-
:1111 thee and centered with a Chita-
1/.. ram centerpiece Toth guest was
goren a llama Claus mug felled
Imeam
Karen s guests thre Lam Adorns.
Jane buchassar. Angela Panne
D e Suter. and Lae Sutter
• • •
Mrs. L. E. Fisk Is
Hostess For Meet
Of The Garden Club
One On Display 
Mrs. L E Ptak opened her home
•:..n North Sixteenth Street for the
meel.x 01 Me Natures Paieue
Glindel Reaves G'ni-Decanberchr5. h.:41.7' =VIIIwit , the morning
Lynn Grove Read Phone 753-51 1 1 
pie Foch member war Wed to bring
eneeting a new idea for
•
commum. decorations Mrs Yak
iStI0 •ignii  ; Nos a nun acne for mashy
Olaniemee ezeiges and several
I inembes made a COriage
Mrs. Minn Iterattimon, formerly
ot fa. Louie Mo Was welcomed
Si a new member The Robtramo
ruse -My truth a new home on
She Wa Cloth.
A penult Mao/icon was armed
at the teetth their. Thew ;relent
were Mrs E $ Ferguson peso
dent Mrs Cherie Stubble:thin
Mrs. Eunice Misr. lira I. C.
Jones, Mrs CAR411 Rdanaon. Mrs





Preside At Murray S
.4nd Charles Jackson
tar Chapter OES Meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order alf the llisearn Sear heed its
reguiar meeting Theather evening,
Dezember 13, Sc die Methane Hall
wash chepter being opened in re-
it:War form.
Mn Jutish Jackson. woodsy
anode and Marks Jackson.
wormy nth co. preedel at the
werong'ii* maws were read
en Mr.. N ci Robbtha, secretary.
Mrs Aoce Morten, deptoy grand
snassan of Disunct it, was us-
and seated in the East.
A.s.) inaredeced am Mrs. June
Order, grand representative of
Oeorga to Kentuthy.
Pao worthy nuitcons reougnoecl
wore Meaaaine.,, Mary Waage Bak-
er. Juoe Crater, Alms theNeeso,
Berra UM. and Ned Illthillina Past
wen) norm. roximileed Were
Howard McNeely and Willbre
When.
Mr. . Rebate Wl..son was indiall-
ed as Aotte durtng the meeting
woe Wthare Moiler acting as Igo
authing °Mem and Mr.. Athoe
j .1e42 " in.s••1 ,ng MAINtlea.
li.Leers serong ot the mesting
were Jance Neentla, emallege
matron, WoLein Matfett. 81110e-
the patron, Nth Robbins, wee-
tare. Beam J. treasurer. Mita
lahNie4, conductress: Tees Otille-
man, tasooaste connootreas, How-
ard Inaleesay, thapoun protean;
'Anna Nunn, wale& RAW
Adah: Opal Swine,
Ruth, Janet Roe, 'Esther; Chime
Geom. Moth& Zukiene
• Kenai 1ori:M*1Y Athmioth m-
eanie; Weis Klapp, warder pro-
tern; John Roe, seneithe
Dunes lbe tneeCIng the akar
was draped in meneso of the late
WM Madre E Bennett who serv-
ed so worthy grand mateml of
Kennelly In elle and 1119.
Mrs Adman named her com-
mences for the year as follow
Andlithe - Howard Whibledy,
mem= Men. and Ohmage
Jadasom dialtnees and anthem --
Mtge illkepto Anna Huhn. end
Robbie Wagon: ways end lielania-
Janne Reduce Atha ahdapdy.
1361%11 Dm June Crider, and WU-
Mem Moffett
Emineung - Chorea Jacinth,
• lthilietho and Janet Roe;
publicity - /Setae Mame Twia
Cothran, and FMB elabbins; Pro-
gram -- June Calder. Trailers
Chemed& Beidene Ftelefram. Neil
Robbins. Mildred Bell, and Irene
Madman
Reguaration - Guise Geurtn.
Calm Kemp, and Opal Ernerume;
geolialthety Janice Nedan„ Ma-
ne Kuhn, and Calerim Jackson.
Adthory Board. Bamboo -
Twin Oolernme tholidene Rath-
son. Clues* Grano Janice Nes-
bitt. Ale Idne, • Mot-
.1Irs. Anderson Is
Presiding Officer
Al Arra Dunn Meet
Mr& Clinude Anderson circle
chessman, wended at the Meet-
Mg it the Arra Dunn Cede of
the Woman's Society of Christian
Service of the Hazel Methorkst
Clinirch heed Wednitenth aturocon
at the attune&
-reameone or Anyone" was the
ode of the poem read by Mrs
Anderson. Mrs Jotin lareathough.
program Mader. reed the Christ-
mas saissusge frown Luke I 26 and
closed with prayer
A sket, "Let Your [Ash Shine-
was presented by Mrs Kota Jun-
es se Debors.h, the inn • keeper's
seiddir: Mrs D. le When an Neth-
er, • neighbor, arxl Mrs Owen
Brandon as Hannah. Denman*
serves&
Mrs, ..1 F Clorrtnn closed the
meetire with prayer and. Mrs
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Dad May Lose Out in the End
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A friend of inthe
has a 10-year-old son I'll call
-Randy." Ready Mon a the ratio
frum an applithos store last sum-
The Murrsy Akonune ohapter of err When has father diemetered
Spam Etausa Sigma mend Mete- it, he node the buy take the radio
lee met Thursday, December 15, back to Me store NM contest Si.
Sc the lovely home of Mrs. Tall gall.. Nan* oleo Olen toad WM It
Thurman on Dogwood Drive for he wanted the mem he could rye
Is annual Ohnstmaa dinner his adoweace math he had enough
,Octorful decorations on the mood" to hoer IL
ashes depleted the Width dense Root* One We Mavis* tor JAW-
bar the occasion. V wen nanehs. and by Christmas I
the ladle will be Ms-
PoLowing the denser Mrs Rich- The tatter plans to do the [W-
aal lEniethe preekbent of the chap- braving: Ces Cbriatnes mornue he
ter, pneaded eller a short bus- will take a hammer aid smash the
nem amedmr. Included in the radio to Please nitalL 0egolv Ready'.
eyes. He says the, will teach ;hit
Imly never to Meal again I Weald
appreciate your opialk.41 uS this pith.
fete June Coder, Anna Kuhn,
aierior Nesbitt, Howard McNeely,
BId MalreVi. and Charlie Jack-
son.
Feikeilleg the closing of the
0botar ritee.h.me,,L., of dough-
nuts add Maw were served to
---
T b. neat stintelog
IMettay. Jimeary le.






















•"The Be-et In Service ... Beat of Gasoline"
&OM
641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE
iti:rusa from J1•17.11 Rama taunt Penne .1-Sill
0. R. -BOTTLES IlleCtieTtev
• WE GIST IRS kSUILE CHTST STAMPS •
WALLIS DRUG
We Have it- We VVUI Gel It — Or It Can't Be Had
.
Phone 753-1272 



















budathel Mere oorreagendence from
ale sorarity's national headquart-
ers and the appentn. lent of mem-
bers to the Loma Alumnae Ad-
, Timmy Beard
The chapter members voted to
buy the Murray State University
sartrity ofatp:eg an appropriate
oft of alver in honor of their
as ei antuvertary. Boerne. Sigma
&gra& the oldest marority on the
tr.ivees...ty campus. Wall have been
111 exasience twenty-ftee years this
Wring.
Mrs. Conrad Jerr*. it-wirer.
ceLecod .the annual clues and
expensed the financial obligations
of the chapter.
'Those preheat to enyoy the din-
nee esemeng were blestbenee Ome-
rad Jonew, A. B. Cons. Baron
Awn, W0110 Pardons. Jr.. pcbay,
W. Obintat Warsaw, Jr , John
71kthe Orawford. ?red Keel, 0. IL
to arks "Woe* happy.
Well, Jay mother-in-1m iterWs
Up Wan a Mealier and two kettles.
she had prepared Pair's dinner
sodwas bringing la to MY houso
was completen crushed to think
that alter being us the faintly for
10 years and knowing what Papa
could and otadi not eat, she doubt-
ed that I had sense enough to feed
hull What do you then?
HURT
DEAR HURT: If your meal had
disagreed with "Papa," even qtai
It had been perfectly prepared,
you'd have never heard the end
ef lt. I Wale yea were lucky.
• • •
CONFIDUNTIAL TO BILL
JOHNSON IN IOWA CITY: You're
half right. I am indeed from Stoav.
t'ity, lows. But I did not Attend
the University ef laws. My alma
mater la Moreleavals memo
• • •
Bow he the world been uesung
you? Wined your problems on Dear
Aboy. Box *700, Los Angeles.
hinia Pot a pentane& unpublathed,
repty, incase a aelf-adenemece
- stamped envelope.
• • •
DEAR ABBY: I am thing. I knew -Papa" could eat. I
years uld. A lady friend went to s lot of 'rouble and ethane, Wines.
A FRIEND
DEAR FRIKND: To deliberately
trick tele boy bite Barbie fer the
radio only to eastroy it la b•tb
'noel and thisssest. This may
teach Kandy =eine to Meal again,
bat it will aims Nate Mee that his
father's ward ime worth anything.
• • •
I on longer these, due to a fading
out, has um the pint treated nee to
several evening. of entertainment
and expensive &niters. We were
both in the company of her gentle-
man friend who pMd for all.
I thanked him tend her) at the
end of each evening, of ochres, but
that was all I the to recipsocate.
Wean it be proper for me to send
trues man a lee betties el fine wine
or sume other glit, in behind appre-
oration her his inridneen? I fell I
thould.
NEW YORICFM
DEAR NEW YORKER: Vatter
Ike strained circtunstartce• I usisild
advise Against it. Ilia lady friend
the gracious gesture as a subtle
device to call her gentleman friend's
attention to )eurealt.
• • •
DEAR ABBY: My father-Mslaw
has sumach trouble, and is a very
Limey eater which is why I Mil-
cioni have them over for dinner.
Lest week I had a farnily pat-is-
gather and therefore Invited My
In-laws. I assured rny mother-M-




For Abby'. lieoelet, -How to Have
a Lovely Weddisto- .end ti to Abby,
Ben 69790, Los Angeles, CaL, 90069.
• • •
CONSIDERING REQUEST
ATLANTA CPU - The Pubhc Ser-
vice Commission was considering a
request today by the °tonna Power
Company other* hr eiro competit-
ive fume to give "detailed. fun and
think" description of their promo-
Wooed plane.
The Gowns Power company al-
leged neither the Manta Om Light
Oe. or de this uost Q. of DAUM-
bus deicribed their promotional
Mem and used "'unremovable do-
criminelory'' practices to attract
11111001felliftileillIMIA %A WA MA 11 11 NOM1101111.111610iiiN NW WI WA
Season Greetings
FROM ALL OF US . . . TO ALL OF YOU!










4.00 nano Friday, DecesdlIMr 23
_ Tuesday, December 27
CiTatulleri
C.Illritittit astitur
Zhen he ur glao, gnab prople,
ails night of all the near,
ii tthtue up num Guides;









































































the sacred manger brings
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i-f!?.tekk\ rs
Mrs. Pat Pierce allowed us to use a "Bloodlines” magazine
which we appreciate. In one of the stories, describing a dog's
behavior, we are borrowing two paragraphs because it. reminds
us of somethuig or other. Maybe junior!
Quote: "Then other dogs came to our house and the little
fellow would get his nose out of joint, lie would sulk tog days
On end, acting for all the world like a lot of humans.
"Eventually, though, he would accustom himself to the
intruder, but only to use point of simple tolerance. He would
never concede it was not still his house. We were his people
and, while we were being unreasonable in bringing in an
interloper, he would be magnanimous." End of quote.
• • •
We received an early Christmas gilt yesterday—the nicest
letter from Tommy rhallips, who is serving in the Air Force,
stationed in Viet-Nam. We thoroughly enjoyed his letter and
like every service boy you hear from, they are encouraging
and build our morale! Makes a person feel very small and
unworthy.
Joe Pat Phillips, a brother to Tommy is serving in the
Navy, also stationed in Viet NIun. He is aboard a Destroyer
and doesn't get into port very often. Joe observed his twenty-
first birthday Sunday. A belated Happy Birthday from all of
us at home, Joe. Our very best wishes to you both and all
your buddies for a safe and happy Christmas and New Year.
These boys get the Ledger & Times, but, the papers are old
sometimes as much as two months. Boys, we talked with your
Mom last night. Joe, your Labarador Retriever "Princess" is
fine and hasn't forgotten you. Just the mention of your name
brings her to "full attention."
Did we take time to write to a few service men last week?
A call, visit or a card to a person who is ill? Did we do any-
thing of lasting value?
• • •
A number of people have been fishing these past few
warm days. They report good catches. One person reported
Striped Bass were especially active and hungry.
• • •
Dale Gariand, Henry Major, "Kentucky Lake", "Stonilr,
the Majors Plott hounds, and Dale's "Little John" enjoyed
a late hunt Saturday night no, Sunday morning) after the
Buddy Hunt. Dale we especially appreciate your courtesy to
"The Major", he is a fine gentleman ,the same goes for Dale.
If these hounds are "scrubs" boys, wrap us up a dozen please.
• • •
We keep -beating a path" to the drugstore, hoping for
the pictures, which we know haven't had nano to be in. But
wait till you see the hounds in the pictures. Zspecially one
for a little girl, we won't mention just yet!
Joe Pat Jones, Jr., our four year old expert on hound&
and 'Coon, awakened his parents at 4 a.m, the other morning
calling the hounds and preparing for his imaginary trek
after ole Ringtail. Bet he got him, too. Don't let this hunter's
age fool you! He's very wise in 'Cooners knowledge. Knows
his hounds, also. The parents, Joe Pat and Maxine, not bad
either ,as parents go. This guy, Joe, is another of our young-
sters with the "infectious grill". These Rhin are all about the
age of our Richard.
• • •
We are still anxious about Ronald Phillips' Black and Tan,
"Dan", who Is still missing. Also Charlie Hornbuckle's Rant-
tick "Beulah". Keep watching boys and spread the word. We
would sure welcome a call at 3 a.m. saying one, or both, dole
were safely home. Plea.se call if you have any informatkan









Educators cantinuously talk se
bout inciaviickni ditferenoes and
needs. They talk about how Oaf-
ferent children learn at defer-
ral& speeds and in cbtferent attys.
If theme things are true, why are
ao inane school programa so in-
flexible?
In many whoui rryotenis ohildren
are not penemend to enter kind-
ergarten or Ms grade until they
have reached a speeder sew How
does this Saks MAO coriadenation
the wide variation in alAliUes of
children ut the sane age/ Should-
n't some provision be made for
the sail "la Wes bolting In a
paraxial's' yids even though be
Is rid elf eget
Doss your school say diet aa
children dart reading when Ulm
enter Ira grade? This is abaurt
Boise children snow how to nsed
when they enter kindeigartea.
Shoe don't bans usual they reach
the Usher AbihUes vary,
but (no aide peagerme dont.
Tamber's Deshisa
Sobel prognosis are immetimei
designed to use each reading book
on cfd one grade level Its third
grade teacher dogs not use a
fourth grads hoot even if she has
• group 4 Onideras who have read
the third pads bon and ere pro-
perly reedy to move ahead. 'Ibis
certainly doses% take into consid-
eration that children prugreta 14
dltferent aPeedie la reading
Does your obild's ttaither divide
the chikken alb small groups far
teaming armament ar does deb
tench the enure dam regarded.
of the Ads variation in abilities
and achieriesnent,
Many teachers and schools do
use all the available techniques
and materiels to provide individ-
ual/led instruction. However, many
only talk ahead ciologit scat con-
tinue to insintain programs which
do not lave die flexibility to pro-
vide for dffeirences,
floppy Mellon
A shouti be anderatood that
nvidualization cannot
be preelisd set is it necessarily
destraila One toselier with twenLy
five or more auldents cannot wclt
constsuuuls want each student as
an inarciathil obviously, the tini•
is Net not aviaiable In the norm-
• • •
Talked to Linda Garland last night. Her father, Mr. 011ie
Hale, put Us on the trail of three Fox Hunting egperts. Now
I! we could get these gentlemen, a telephone, and a little time
"treed" simultaneously we might get a little informatIon ,
and news fix. you Fox Hunters.
• • •
We haven't received that call from Plenty Perry or Ruford
Perry concerning Fox Hounds and Hunters. Ootne on, boys!









FITT'S BLOCK & READY MIX, INC.
Last Stain Street
On this joyous day, we ask
that the boundless love of
the Christ Child surround












It etiamlid eurehir be undersband
that there is eatan in moos mud
lodge group acteeffies. The In-
teraction of the students rends in
important learningt. Ti wort
and 000pritanon should be .it of
the harming grooms.
As Perente, you shouid support
the schools In then eilt4te to pro-
vale a Ptollhoi wtActi considers In-
dira:1ml dlikemoss. This means
keeling dais ellse down to a
workable owner Of student& It
moon ounsameg speriblised mat-
erials mid auggilles. It means at-
trading aid amploying
own =embers
Theme are some of the ingred-
ients in a program staoh pro-
vides for intraddiell diaernices.
Bah as a program shouid is sin-
M51 supported.
CIIRISTMAS PIESINT
WASHINGTON tiPS — WW1 less
than five iftoggang dies left be-
fore Clarissessa the government an-
nounoed to putikation of a 1.-
290-01 ,11e, two-votause writ of ot-
noel praddential dornments for
1961
Selling for $12.50, the books cov-
er Preeident Johnson's aeccind full
year in office and inotude piebric
messages and sonamenes. trans-
cripes at bin news oonferences and
other doctiMents wed* Pubiic by
the White Morse.
OsidirrgNIAS
WASHINGTON ruvt — President
Johnson and the civilian arid uni-
formed leaders at the armed forces
sent Christmas greetings Monrin9
to the more Photo 3.3 million men
and women in service.
"Your courage and derikaticei
have earned our deepest gratitude
arid pride," the President said.
"Among other freedanis, you are men, are oanstent.ly with you."
PAGE FIVE
MAIL ON TIME
WASHINGTON cure — Postmaster
General Lawrence F. O'Brien clekma
that all mail reaching its destina-
tion city by Saturday will be de-
livered before Sends Olatia arrives
safeguarding the right of worship.
Our prayers, the invocations of free
si.• • 01.5. •‘. 4.t. ,,•• • °W•9..
Christmas spirit is rs•
Singing out all over the land.
Odd our voice, wishing you and yours ti
the finest of holidays! 
o:•




O'Brien held a news ovum
I Monday at his mad con-
trol center," an &hoe • 000rd-
Motes regional mail and
brogans deliveries to a old tem-
porary setback& Herrin, bad %ea-
thee, hs aid, all mail will be de-
beefed on tame.
S.
a. 1 •• • . •
i.4 •
Santa may be going modern, but
our Christmas wishes for
you are still old-fashioned:
good cheer, full table,
and wenn hearth with smiling faces.
To you and yours we sincerely
















The food memories of an old-fashioned Christmas stir
misty recollections of snow-covered hillsides,
the freshly cut family tree, kitchens rich with the aroma of
holiday delicacies, the cold, clear air ringing with frietidly
greetings. Today, we echo those same warm
seniimPuts AS we wish you all a very Happy Holiday!






%eddiag photo at Chateau de Caade In France be 1531.
A recent photo meth whoa the maple was Is New York.
30TH AIDICATION-ANIVEISMIT—Dec- 11 marks the 30th
aantversary et the abdkation et Edward VIII of Eneand
'ter the woman I love," Wallis Wartield Simped. an Amer-
ican. These photos recall the event_
—ee-•--retrwarteleig
READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS
AT
at
Let there e joy
sad Unglues seith fries/dr,
neigbiort dad
a piss or siscaest Z4crj Chrigemt plains!












1ARMON WHITNELL STANDARD OIL
liNtop...... o, CHRISTMAS
----)- isiERRY
We hope Santa leaves some room in
your stocking for our wish of happy
fth2Rit or you awl yours. Mazy Christmas!
The College Shop
214 No. 15th Street
SEEN & HEARD .
((ontinued From Pace Om)
float. the Rebus that they'd bet-
ter gat them & float two. Sew.
this year for the lit Um us Debits
had a float en the exams persde.
Bruther Ralebont reed hit NV= a
west uv munrv thet cud bay ben
used fer inIssicoaS, but Rev. Pussy-
foot ged we ned tu keep up suit
the Oatherlarts. sew us Babus
muted awf,,all hard tu bile are
float. We chaermased Prarer men-
us to tart on hit. Butt I reckan
hit sem worth het ter we kep up
with the Oatherlicks, they wun
thud pets butt we a-un aecun pra.
The local motardckel klub wun
tuna pr2s inthe thee "gospei on
wheels" fimt The larktheschs
earn' hay no mat. but they cum
out ahead They sod coffee an do-
nuts tu awl the freesia &thus an
Cathertcks They got enuff mun-
ny tu start on thee mabddbi. Rev.
sertracened aid et they went s-
hed with the annul riffle an hat
sell. they orter hay era.itt to bald
bye lax Spring
The awn barges event uv the
year is the mass progrum eta the
grad at Brous hit is • putack
schul awl uv the prechere I: in-
vited. 'The theme mug tat bee "Putt
Clime entwo Xmas" Hutt the
Rabbi Bed thee mid uttered the
Jewell atuckinta. He net we cutter
agree on are common belief en
won God But the Preasydum uv
the Free Thankers Sammy sad ef
Clod vnas menshuned they wud tak
hit tu the Supreme Court Fin-
lay the curnintee demisted tu
thane the protium Ut Heer
Otims Benne Klaus" and the
Ohm*" mat sensed thee nobud-
dr wud abject to thet, berms awl
Sr Churehes don bekeve en
Christ er God butt they awl be-
take en Sander lams
We air seri rad. aveitin plans
Sat the Noo maw MOO nke
=bean. Hutt lira. WWV117 Sad we
Is seem Mai koopenue better
with the slisahlit motor than we
dki Is. nne. aid af us Deb-
ti• is gonna rash the maps
generadsun we ak ECM= hefts
gab Martin are services sew atty.
Bee we fineraRy gee Sr meeten
phoned. We air gonna sen the
lane folks tu Sr scciehop at. 6
• aid gat them up Mt 11
tasty fee a 20 al:thrill movie at
Sr Church We air gonna start
pram at won manna two 12 and
War Sr de year cut and Vhe
no' un en. Than we kin awl Mee-
amiss en aka to get over tu the
drere-en en Um to see the mid-
night honer movie they as
stir year.
Inallser Bsitbone aid he dkbg
wwit now tu du with ace a
inadeti program He aid et thee
Is aid we is gonna du wtth ttw
pinig peep& we wst wel not
retta thaw Mrs Ooklhart mad a
—Si—. Gad we permed with the
magma as planned. beau We-
lber Bakbone is )est a RUM-en-
themetel ennyteer Mrs Colttesrt
ast Sr didn't Mame the yung
peeped fa wanthi to wok, preda-
tes. bee= she cornelded thet she
clidn enjoy Mt ether
The curdles Un3 eordbuddy lacks
likadsone is wad= they
gits en trubble, he ohm seams tu
no jest Mast to do Brother Level-
hed sed he ens her= Bakbone
steers in konnack with the Lewd.
Oud bee, butt tat Seam is a pow-
erful ics in dibble silos trying




CZAMINAO MOWN — )4r&
Harry Leftism holds the
diamond-studded Imperial
Russian crown her jeweler
husband—Lentison's lewd.,
Chkago—bid $77,500 for at
the Parke-Bernet Galleries in
New York. 't was worn 7y
the last three marinas of
Rums, and Is from the jewel
col:‘. non of the late Mn.
Sidney Gilder DeVay.
TR' LEDGER b TIME, — MURRAY. KENTUCKY TUESDAY — DECEMBER 20, 1988
WANIVIStiv(SANANCOWAX001090111161(111;01104)0001304)0411a1004)01g* )4' Of M'Or.M:Ot
SANTA CLAUS In the person
of Benny Fox, 78, does his
act with daughter Betty 11
stories above the pavement
In Long Beach, Calif., which
Isn't so unusual except that
the city attorney delayed the
act till eponsors bought a 61
million Insurance pone y.
Benny has been a circus per-
former for 65 years.
2P'iCEILCIC
As Christmas chimes
ring out glad tidings
we echo them with the





As on the Way Nialit
Shen Ptiepherdot watched,
th• glad tidings of

















tin & POnCil ',IS„ .a..oc HI a e•Itio mega,e ("tome orioli 'wed; *woof a l'(*h.vvrting twins.MatchedTh5.bet3icksndho.trwavits. 9cdtoraiv, row
Mrs! Ciii: 'am prft Mos fOr
men. gift pans for isifsa.1
Handsome pets tor overY-
body. INekoThilt gift dosed
end wrapped MIL 16.,41.ei
411
FIIMICOMA StiOINAitil Mii4 MCA NA Wift NIOIMMOINCONCOMPIR'tol.:m
Akeie
ac.4 deza
JOSHUA MIME CO. INC., • NO. COWIN cock
Your name embossed on above case and
fri*OVOWarNIniNfr
Desk Lamps tt
priced from Typewriter Stands
19.95 and up
'14.95






11. Pen Desk Sets





"p 1 nsitsmet.ftlima, PM
11.98 to s7.95 711; Pt NAILLIMOMP011$1114 
:g 1






65 and up Student Desks' 




Gale Garrison - Manager
or
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• c:F)...1-• RENT -WAP•1-41RE • BUY • SELL* RENT.' SWAP'• o-1/ RE • EILY • SELL. REN r • SWAP • HIRE- •
LOW COST
141 104;
PL434013 BOO ORRIAMIA13. Story
and Cies% Oriente low over hew
terms. Reed's MUMc Manor, 5 miles
So. of Benton, cei klenton-Mayfield
Road, at Harvey. Open evenings,
Sunctay 1:30 to 7:00. Dec. 31-C
A. K. C. MALE Pekingese, 4 months
old. HAS had shots. 703-4640. D-21-P
USED GAT front-end latter, hact
Mounted. Call 753-8657 between 8
and 10 p. m. 0-21-P
- - 
ISSIOOT MK UP for Lleriamas
CIASSIFIEll ADS BET RESULTS
• • • RI IY • r;ELL• RENT- SWAP • HIRE • BUY • SELL' PE-I•FT •
Plenty of tire works at Joe's Country
Store, Model, Term. D-20-C
NEW THREIC-EiEDMOOM brick in
Keeneland Subdivielon on Magnolia
Drive. Completely carpeted, 2 lastbs
garisee disposal, disheuelier. on
100e x 150' lot. Paved drive. Cab
753-3338. 13-211er
CHRISThiAB TREES All prices and
all sizes. Castle Parker, 1502 Story
Call 753-5300 0-21-C
'66 VOLKSWAGEN, like new, only
11.900 miles. Has sunroof and all
extras. Call 753-1661. 0-20-C
SEMI-RETIRED MAN OR WOMAN
To Carry Ledger & Times Paper Route
Apply at Ledger & Times Office
tfrie
Attention Boys!
An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy
for this route immediately Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in
person at the Ledger & Times office.
A PAIR of beautiful table Snipe in
perfect conditioti. A g4.44d portable
stereo record player, akeitn• in-
cluded. For information call 763-
5623. D-22-C
ANTIQUE REFLECTOR type lamp,
alai Smith-Corona portable type-
writer with case See at 1015 Payne
Street
shampooer $1 Stark 's Hardware. -
D-24-C
OR /14.4T
APARTMENT FOFt RENT. New ef-
ficiency for college boys. Call 753-
4466 or 753-6660 Jan, 10-NC
NOW LEASING -- The Embassy
HORSE, 11-yeax-ce1 bay gelding Apartments. 103 South 12th Street,
gentle, 15 hands Shown by ap- Luxury two bedroom. Phone 753-
po‘ntment. Cad Barbara Jones 763- 7614. 0-23-0
2150g. D-22-P
PERSONALLY STYLED 11oral tle
corations tor any (ocular, custom,
made candles, corsages, house de -
u', wedding service, car terpieora
party cl000rstioes. Ruth Evermeyer.
Ruth's Designs. 733-6506. Dee -18-C
ALECTROLUX SAUTE & Service,
Box 313, Murray, Ky., C. M. Seed-
ers Phone 3E2-3.176 Lynnvtle, Ky
Dec. 29-C
SPECIAL NOTICE, Wanted: All
types tree work. Buford Marsh,
Route 1, Alma, Ky. 753-3156
Jan. 10-C
ADD NEW LIFE to old carpets,
atemnpuo with Blue Lustre- -Blue
Lustre Shampooer $1.00 a day,
Huggkea Pain Stare. Jan.- 13-C
SAYE, simple and fast
with Oolieee tablets Oruy efie Hol-
land Drugs. H-D-0-C
DON'T merely brighten your carpets
. Blue Lustre them elimin-
ate rapid resoiling Rent electric
SEALSCIAT
$275,000 was up tor grabs --fatally in
CHLAPTER 27
141.ARRY NOBLE had almost
I reached the n.utti ircew a)
when be convinced himself that
It might be most unwise to go
blundering ahead with Nine
trust in Karen Rogers' doing
the rifebt thing.
He neided some-sort Ile Ohba
o, tus own, and the satchel of
money warn the ealy card be
lad. It mlitit be prudent to
arrive without the money, to
see juat what the situation was
Issfore making any sort of deal
He decided to take one of the
back roads to the lake, and
instead of driving to the Swal-
low house, he would go by boat.
Twenty-five minutes later he
pulled In beside the only car
parked outside the office of the
Meadow Cove Marina on Lake
Sidney !Peen so, when he got
out of the car be carefully
locked it before going into the
office to rent the boat.
• • •
-rHERE were two cars parked
I in the drive, one which!
Harry recognised as Clark I
Fowler s and ene that belonged
to Karen Rogers.
He lifted his hand resolutely
and stabbed the button. The
door opened momenta later. re-
vealing three faces in varying
degrees of surprise. Clark Prow-
ler stepped past him and stared
out toward the drive.
-How d you get here' Karen
said. ft was only then that he
mewed the small pistol in her
ha .
'There a no car,' Fowler said
blink'', "No car some-
things wrung, Karen!" Harry
nal i.cpped inside a nd now
Fowler mimed in behind him
and slammed the door "It •
some kind of trick. What the
h-11 are you up to. Noble,'
"Shut up. Clark."-Karen said,
"He can t say anything with you
chattering ofi like a scared par-
akeet. Now then. Harry. what
are you up Lt.?"
He went Into the gunroom,
the three of them following
close after him His gain quick-
ly took in the entire room. and
then he turned and caught Kar-
en It,tgers arm. gripping tight-
ly ' Where is other'
"Get your hand off me!" She
twisted away, and rubbing the
arm, nodded toward the library
'heir. "In there. Unlock the door,
Ma rgi 'erne "
Marguerite Swallow opened
the door and Alice, standing
tensely just inside the library,
SAW Harry and with a little cry
ran forward and threw herself
against him. Her arms went
about him, tightly. and he could
feel the trembling of her body.
"I . I guess I put my foot in
It, huh .. 7"
She pulled back and looked
tip into his face. She was trying
tO smile out her eyes were
moist and her lira trembled. "I had two hundred and seventy-
did'. I k.,w what to think five lihousao-J dollars oi your
y..hcn she c I suppose I husband's money As tar as 1
d.dn': think .1 Ji I flew off In know. that figure has never
all direction. 'Junking again I been mentioned in the newspa-
wae helping you. One or two pers. So, where did you get it?
more friends like me and you'd 'Swallow nium nave told you,
be bitter off teeter off which means you knew about
dead She put her face aggieSir-the-intreuttell dear set for that
hid Cheat, sobbing. nigh t_
+macs enough of that. Kar- Marguerite faced around to-
en hind. "Are you satisfied. Hair. ward Karen. 'Yee told me that_
eel' Other than a minor case of I only glanced at the papere
hYeterlre, she. as good as ever' 1 didn't know
She motioned to the dentist "Shut up! Can't you see ties
"Pet her back in the library." simply trying to start a fight
Fowler did as he was told. bet.. ern us!"
Ofie hasn't brought the mon- le,:wier whose own suepauons
ay," Marguerite said. -You said had been plaguing him with m-
ite would bring the money." creasing persistency, striil.•d
-Where is it. Harry'?" Karen between the two women. She a
said. "And how did you get right. Forget all that and let •
here?" wind up the business we re here
"The money Is in my car, and for. I say let Alice go."
the car is parked not far from But Marguerite Swallow was
here" He knew now they hadn't not going to let it end there.
Been the boat when he came into • She pushed past the dentist and
the cove confronted Karen. 'How did
"All we have to do is follow , yor know about the rtioney ?
his footprints in the enow," 1 You had something to do w•th
Fowler said, , it, didn't you! You had some-
"Shut up, Clark." Karen said thing to do with killing him"'
quietly. "Where is the ear. Har- "She'• in the bottle again,
ry? I . we only want the Clark. Lock her in the bed-
money. We've got no quarrel room."
with you or with Alice." She "This is my home! You're not
- motioned toward the door going IA push me around the
"Bring her in here. Clark.- way you've been doing! You
He obeyed again and Alice killed Abe. didn't you!" Cons-
came into the room, her eyes pletely unexpectedly she swung
questioningly on Harry. He her right arm and caught Kar-
-aniled at her with what he en a stinging slap on the face.
hoped was self-confldence. "Why you
'Everything'. all right. Don't Margin-rite Swallow came up
The of us will go for the and then she grabbed the neck
.w °Kr ra)r.f.e.inr..., 
with the other Mina, slapped
made her deciston. the other aide of Karen's face,
money As soon as we've got it, of the younger woman's dress
both of you can go." and there was the sound of
cloth ripping.
"Cut that out!" Fowler shout-
ed.
"I'll show her!" There was a
muffled explostot., all five of the
people in the room seemed to
freeze for an instant and Mar.
gm-rite took a step backward,
one hand coming up to her
cheat. Blood WLIleti bet wr-en the
splayed fingers. her surprised
eyes went briefly to Harry, and
then without a sound mhe ei
pled to the floor.
"Karen . ." Fowlers viiicc
broke as he stared down at the
woman. "What in the name of-
you you killed her!"
Harry moved back slowly to-
ward the open library door, and
in a single motion he snatched
the key from the lock and gave
Alice a posh which- not only
got her into the library, but
sent her sprawling.
- - -
Harry shook his head. "I keep
seeing a picture of Swallow
lying there at the desk last
Sunday. I didn't see Ed Snyder
whet. they pulled him out of
the river. but I don't imagine it
was • very heartening sight.
The way I figure lt.,.one of you,
or two of you, or maybe all
three of you- -hell, what differ-
ence does that make-there's at
least one person In this room
who's already done some killing
for this mama money I/ Alice is
gone, I doubt very much If you'd
I kill me It she stays Cm not a
damned bit sure both of us
mightn't wind up out there on
the -bottom -of Lake Sidney."
Fowlet's eyes widened. "What
-what do you m&an about the
killer being one of es?"
"Maybe it's pint a feeling."
lie turned his gaze toward Mar-
guerite Swallow, "Maybe it's
got something with her knowing
the exact amount of money I
took out of the office that morn-
ing."
Marg'uerite's eyes blinked
slowly. "I don't understand that.
What are you talking shout 7"
-simply that you told me I
The heavy boom nen far
different from the arnall cal
itier fire that had greeted
them. Illetectiee Brandeis told
Platt: "in,, might 'mike It
halfway te war null"
Story continues tomorrow.
Prom the Doubleday & Co. Crime Club novel r MI by Richard Hardwick.
Distributed by King reveres Ryndl-,it.
OFFICE SPACE
AVAILABLE
Large front office now ay..-
able, formerly occupied by the
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
206-208 Veiple Street Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers As-
sociation Office Building. Utill-
ties furnished. Central air-con.
dlUoning. plenty of free park-
ing. If interested call 753-3341-















nett J. Cooper, shown at his
desk ag, Use Ohio State Re-
formatory in Mansfield, is
the nation's first Negro war-
din el a prison as of Dec. 4.
Oa boa been the associate
warden since 1063.
At rho Movie.
'FOR cArr:rn, ern DRIVE-TI"









WANTED, Someone to baby stf. 6:30
a. m. to 3'30 p m., 1 child, 5 chive
week. E20 a eek. Call 753-74,36 after
6. 13-27-C
-EXPERIENCED general office work-
er. Must he fast typist and under-
stand double entry bookkeeping. Ap-
ply Box e2 L., Ledger & Times.
D-26-C
YOU1 H KILLED
WAYCROSS, CM. IWO - A 19-
year-old Waycross youth was lull-
ed at his job Friday by MID apeed
textile keen ahudie vb
1 male and 1 kiln in the bred 1: time!. Atiabori-
Colerian, 753, ties identified tIn,youth as Ulm
0-21-P Crawford 'ef ayerma.
SOUTHERN ExPoSuRi-Lunar orbiter 1.1 sends back this 
re-
markable wide angle lens photo of the southern half of the
Moon's hidden side. It was made from 900 miles away and
covers some 580.000 square miles. Distance across the top-












WHAT IN THF: flAME 0
C•CS'PEal ARE YOU
TENDIN' TO PO WITH
THAT $2,000 YOUR
FATHER SOT AOU ?
ITS FOR A Cc,: )
CAUSE, BEL.1EVE ME,
  AUNT ABM. BE
' • BACK IN AN HOWL:
-:-1.------'4111111111111111111111111111WPrw''
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Distr. by Indsd Fratore Syndicate, 1mw.
miel Wel MEOVIVII MAMA : .V-IMO.A570
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS r4
, Our Prices Don't Go Up . . •
They Come Down!
SPECIALS ON 19- AND 23-INCH
CURTIS-MATHES TELEVISIONS





312 N. 4th Str,.'et Phone 753-5865
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!RE LEDGER • TINES — MURRAY. IIIIRTOORT TUESDAY — DECEMBER 20, 1966North Carolina Replaces .
Texas As Challenger To UCLA
By EKED MeM tNE
CPI Spats Writer
NEW TORR. -- The Univer-
sity- of North Carolina. off to Be
beet start in eight sea-wets., replaced
Texas Western today os the lead-
ing chollenger to TOCL.A in the week-
ly Tinned Preys Internsoonol Bard
of Coaches mayor college asketboll
ratings.
The Thriven. national chamomile
in 1956-57 and unbeaten xi ft
genies this season whipped anew-
1
1.24, Bruins, who didn't pay thir-
ing the week. received cafe leas ftnit 
COLLEGE BASKETBALL   
piece mid Man they did ket week
I sa caw mach tabbed Texas Western Bs United Press Internationalas the beat team and another pare East/se sate to Lomond*. The rations at j,,hi, sNY 68 l0 0sos se
onclude only those proem played
throxigh Dec. 17.
Lenimile Lap
Louts-vale, whkh boasted its re-
cord to 6-0 with three 'Werke dur-
ing the week. also made a major
climb in the nitings by leaping huaaware against New mexko last fifth to third., the Careens& gobs-Fridley night. I ed edging North Carotins out Cl
the No. 2 dot by only Mx points.Deepitc North Carolina's rise. tLe
While the rises at NorthTartans rentained far behsnd UCLA
and Louisville were anpremeve thedi tbe voung as the
fait Cl defending rats:mil ch.ed 33 of a pmelhie
Kentucky was the moat saI votes No their
event of the week. The Vk
mighty Keresiedo and clobbered New
York Uninteellty during the week
They raved !roan eighth Piece to
second wilds the Miners drorped
hum seoomi to fourth after suf-
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May His Star, that guided the Wise Men on
their way to the Manger, lead us




2Ell IL Main Street
.• „•
may We join with.•
Santo in wishing you
good cheer!
It's been a joy to serve you
and we sincerely
thank you for the opportunity.
•
Tidwell Paint & Floor Covering
1219 West Main Street
fatogh-runked a week ago ere
defeated twice during the week and
falbidl lo readve even one 10th place
vote in the balloting
Kentucky's disappearance from
the scene. payed the way for Bea-
ton College to enter the picture-
The Merles. rated 1W1 a week NW
and unbeaten in six games. moved
into the top 10 for the first tone
this season by edging Vanderbilt
for the 10th position
Houston. Which sae too/keel foon
the select corcie a week ago. also
took advantage of Kentuck-y's down-
fall seal moved up five places to
No. after improving its record to
8-1. Michtgan State, third a week
ago. also was 'die during the week
RESULTS
Geortetown DC 90 Rutgers 87
LIU 82 Hartwick Coll 60
NYAC 120 St Ansekn's 103
Wegner 00 Upside 79
Cheyney t 31 Trenton St 61
Olooteene 81 San Fran St 72
St Bonamtre 80 UC S Briar 71
-
Midwest
Inchan Cat 122 1,11111161 101
Coo:rump 66 Coaled, N
Wo lk 94 Illinek ER W
Illinois 87 Wiasonda 14
S rs 80 Aumolline SDII
Ohio Winn 7111 Wpie lidlch St 64
Martin 17 'Ina bileitama 76
Olin lit 31Minis78
°clonal* Kt OM IS Cosis •
South DIEM SS MiSkb 51
North aloft St IS Ram
Coneind Beadle MI
Neb Wan' 73 Suthni SD NIP
!Peru Nob St 93 Clor-fkktn 81
SW Arnoun 83 Jackson St 711
St Bene 82 Wm Jewell 57
Gustavus Adol 77 Augsburg 60
Minn Dith 83 Supror Wit FA 73
Bethel 80 Manitoba 56
Hainhne e2 Northland 70
Beath
S. Caro. 102 Mon 78
Winston Sakai 113 Mown St lrf
McNeese fa 'ooll 74 At 84
Balomore 61 8 Hampton 50
Fla Sohrn 80 Tenn Weelyn 72It dropped two notches to fifth 7.7 Louisiana 94 64
while New Mexico climbed one spot Geonria -Nch 83 8777,4,o 76to sixth
Ulabealen Chisinsall
Ten-tizne national °tampion CM-
rinnsal eicreased Its unbeater
Vanden:ilk 77 Florida 69
lecethereatena 1211 7tilane 114
billenbiggd St Alatema W
einefeed M Bointrit 65
Red Men Of St. John University Are About
Ready To Reclaim Proud Heritage, Basketball
By JOE GEOGEN
UPI Sports Writer
There's a dove lending the war
dtowee at 3: John's University
where the bonen' &mimeo are a"
t•011t reedy to reclaim their proud
hentage as one of the top college
basketball teams in the nation.
Lloyd Sonny Dove, a springy 6-8
senior forward. has led a young,
dofenseve-minded ft John's teem
thrunell Its first five games un-
scathed and now the Reiman, once
the scourge of the East, feel they
are headed for national honors.
They did nothing to discount
*hat theory Monday night when
they trempled ninth-ranked lesaime
66-44 for a shcctingiy easy Wotan
over one of the bonen. and Pres-
ume,* one of the beet, quintet, di
the land.
Dove, an scrooatic athlete who
rose to praninenee liwo years ego.
maginnall eabilandhig play by
sooting 27 paint" beltding down 16
rebounds and Waft the Jayhdroilue
top mores% Ron Behnentiotil bo
WO nelid goal and 111Wr
to five games and climbed fran Seighweet
10th to seventh while Kamm ned mice gy ciawag Twig gi
tTa unbeaten stand anaPPEst at ata Texas Western Tf Wichita RI
but renamed in ninth pace ; New Mix N Dakota 64
Brigham Young. 'Phial IOW sixth- I
ranked lent week. suffered am
oossrot gott000s sod tumbled to Tempe Invitation Tournament
:2th Iihnots moved up arie place 1st r x̀=nd
to loth sod ot Johns Acnantmd Worth Carolina 96 Columbia 86
eiong the unbeaten track arid climb- Monde St 83 nit." 61
ed from lath to 14th
Tennessee. Merida and Bigagp
made major achiorms as endtkiligoll Olits Valley Cm. Tourney
moved into the top 201 for Ike and Jet maul:
tame thee Se611011. The Volk en- Morehead 74 Term Tech 73
Idefeateddi four outings. moved Olkeile Tenn. 71 Austin Pay 70
!into the No 15 position The Gators E Tenn 61 Eaatern Ky 78
moved one pace ahead Cl Went VI,- W Ky et Murray 83
pain las the lgth spot and Brodie,
task over the 16th skit Colanklo
the tam 20
end Western Kentucky rounded out Quaker City Tournament
11 maid: 
Pt,. machen from each of the penance at Tregarjeany, 62mean geogrwOhielti arena alr the Grove City 86 W Virgules St. 67notion =dee UP the UPI Ward Cl
owlehea. Points are awerbd on a
50-0-11-7-11-3-4-3-2-1 haele for votes




Murray State was defeated by
Western Kentucky in the first round
of tale Obi° Valley Tournament,
het eight. 94 to in
The Fteoers were down by 17
wane. 73 to 36. eitth 11 15 left bs
the pane. when they began to cat
mew at the RtIkuipers lewd
Dick Cunningham scored a tan
pointer an minute" it re to pat the
Racers within two pc:oh Cl West-
ern. at 8356 W.
Clem Wails hit riro Cl two from
the link, had Wey-nt Cmpasan saw-
ed a Seld goal to send Wattage
out to a six to
Conoingtain out the teal back to
three sifter Bally Mumbler tel hen




Aitherthe Christian brit. Tear.
kat round:
A*LChnia. t 1011 OM Dam N
Oa. Southern di Caught OW IS
nandakat menu to hoe the genie. and
le win by an 11 point origin.
Don Duncan mired the lat Motet
Cl the Fame, with ash two escongli
lett an the duct
Murray no led in soorker by
Herb liclPherson and Dick CUD-
nineteen with 111 points each Cuo-
nines= also pulled as 23 rebound,.
Chumbeer sits Me - only other
Thoroughbred to more In dad&
figures. with 14 poem He scored
11 of them in the Ng tel
Ohm Henan, led eV Rooms wills
Fl pants for Weaken.
Murray shot 47 perant tram the
flehl end Western Mot 46 pe_roest.
hs other games Middle Tennis-
aim defeated Amain Pew by oggy
ow.yoint, 71 to 70 Middle sow Mt
by Wile Brown. with 21 minks
ad 11 rebounds
last Tennemee. behind the Weep
aboakei of Itinemy Wood!, who
sowell 33 points. defeated Eastern













Tripp's Cash & Save Market
Lynn Grove, Kentucky
Windsor and !Ilene Tripp
To Battle Northwestern
The Redmen. w 5-0 and rank-
ed 14th in the United Press In-
ternational ratings, now face Ma-
ther potent team. high-scoring
Northwestern, in the coming round
of the holiday festival at Madam
Square Garden next week.
Northwestern, which lends all ma-
ke teems in scoring with an average
of better than 110 meta per game.
set a single game echool record in
drubbing Tubule 121-116.
Four members Cl tie tap 10, in 
Ken Collowara rebound shot ttie
ned 'rulNa 59-57. Western Kentucky
\clobbered Murray State 94-83 inthe Otuo v,,iier Conference Tourna-ment. Geo-to-town knocked Rutgers
from the undefeated ranks 90-87.
addition to Katelelle. saw action 
final two seconds. Mammy. a sub' Mondey night and allemerged with 
easter scored idler teammate Jchnvictortes Cincinnati, No 7. hod
}toward, who led worms withthe toucheat time in subduing Ool-
b. had misseO a free throw.°racks 66-64, second-ranked North
Carolina cruched Columbia 911-4111,
Texas Western, No. 4. whipped
Wichita State rt-eo and sixth-rank-
ed New Mexico mauled North Da-
k:ota 84-64
Show Tight Defense
N. Joi.os hi, the cold Jayhawka.
Wm lost thear bra game in over-
time Slattaday night to Texas West-
emn. with a tight rnan-to-man de-
fense and rattled the Big Eight
teem. Forced to shoot from out-
side, Kansas hit only nix for 24
from the field in the first half and
fell behind 31-21 at interinieolon.
Northoestent which has lost on-
ly to Kentucky in four starts, open-
up a 78-58 lead with 14 minutes
left in the game but a couple of
Thane sooting spurts cut the defi-
cit to hist three before falling short.
OWES/theta, which has pulled out
three of lb six triumphs by one or
ten points. overcame Colonelo on
OREETING$
We bring good tidings and
glad greetings to you and your kin, with
wishes for happy holidays
and a Merry Christrias.
Roberts & Lovett Gulf Service




'Ma time of peace
end joy has corn* to MI%
the light of happiness
sheds its glow over us oil.
It's Christmastide!
Our wish is for you to




Cain & Taylor Gulf Service
6th & Main Streets
Ebewhere. Mama for/telly open-
ed the Bei Ten season by Wasting •
Viternein 87-74, 11th-ranked Van-
derbilt senqudhed lath-ranked
F.orida 77-69. Seattle swamped Nth-
souri 84-66. Wyoming tripped Texas
Tech 67-57. Eton Diego State stun-
MU TROUBLES?
NOBODY Kit AU kiP I b 000 00
Bed Croat* • Pio •••••••• • N.,• U.N. co.
Send your name and addresli •
1 tor nut 
appbeation to •
natal ottini tor taster service a
soiree Artereciatea Beet- I,
les wswewees. a.. Peovadense.




















of peace and a
bounty of joy enter
your life this blessed






_Santa's pack holds a
Special message from us
to you — good wishes






season of holly and
mistletoe, it is our
special pleasure to wish you
2 Merry Christmas and to express our





























































































In Our II7lk Year
Beleeted As TM ATI ROM Kentrfly Ootamtudty rfewsvaver
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ARBON PLANT TO




Soaset hint hes got to go Clue
house is not ba mash for 118
and start both.
Then we were so proud of the
fact that Ilk had planted various
and sundry bulbs and in our
mind ' s eye we could see them
O 
coming up next Spring to bring
happiness and beauty
-
We maid viesuallae the soar
el...sus, the rotate ones, the
ones, and the CrOCUS
ough the snow.
4
What happened to the straw loud
which existed between us arid
Sport.
The stinker dug up our bulbs
that's what He has a mania for
digging up f really planted bulbs
which rand very easily lead us
to mayhem. murder, or • com-
bination of the two.
He even Me two of them which
gives some idea as to the weird
sense of humor of this character.
Since be enjoys corn on the cob
we are not euprised that he wit'.
eat narcissus bulbs
- - 
We could get even with him by
feeding him bubbie gum but we
will give him one more chance.
TS h erre ing that one. then we
are afraid that a beautiful fri-
endahIPwtll one to an end
One would think tint Sport had
inore sense. but Lake last night
for instance.
The Me throw rue he 'keens en
Was wet and soggY. iso we re-
mat. hs entire bnuaale
- - -
Wife washed and dried the b g
throw rug We put down fresh
▪ papers and on top of that We put
airdboard to keep him off of the
cold oonereee
We put down the throw rug.
doubted It and fixed it all up
and Sport reateei ily with much
wring goes to it immediately and
(Continued On Page Five)
i12 R REPORT y., Pre Tn 
Were Kerretancy - Partly clou -
de and not, mudh thence in tem-
peratures this afternoon and to-
night f rir.reriang clodtties.5 with
little change in temperature
go Thursday with itharice of showers
in the at ternoon High this after-
noon 62 Windt southwesterly at
5 to 10 miles per hi-sir Lows to-
night 36 to 40, hens Thursday 60.
Prnb a batty Of showers Thursday
afternoon around IC . per cent.
KeTIttleAcY lake' 7 am 3643, up
01:below elan 317?. down OA.
Barkley Lake 3;53 9, no change;
below dam 324, dawn 18.
Seep 7:06. suneet 4 : 43.
Moon sets 1.06 am.
Publisher Will Build Case
On Book Around A Telegram
NEW YORK VS - " .
bee of t the Kennedy family wilt
place no obstacle In the was of
publication of hie work."
These 17 words than a telegriun
sent by Robert P Kennedy to
Wibaan Mae net summer
may hold the key to Mrs John P.
Kennedy's lawinet to atop pubh-
callien of 'The Death of a
sident '
Barring the successful compro-
nese from aborts currently being
conducted, is we the legal
meareng of this pemage will be
armed by both sides and the
caste interpretation may deter-
!nine el/bather Mrs Kennedy wins
The sitilliow at President Ken-
nedy haa asked for • tainicvary
trijunction Mocking publication of
Itle *Ida la- sehednied to
be serialized in Loot Magazine
beginning Jan. 10 Harper Ar Row






Johnnie N Reed, prominent bus-
inno man of the Hamlin com-
munity. was claimed by death this
morning at 4 :46 at his present
home at 1002 Payne Street. Mur-
ray. He was 74 years of age and
his death followed an extended
Mr Reed and hal wife, the
former Erin Grogan, had owned
and operated a country stare in
the Inman cornmun It f (Coven&
then marriage in 1913. The store
had been • meetirig place for the
citizen; of that community in the
years prior to the coming of Ken-
Luray lake The commund ty a-
round Revel's Store and the Ham-
lin presterff ice was almost sur-
rounded by the waters of Ken -
tuck y lake. but the store and
postal toe are still there and has
become a canine mita centr for
that seistibn at leer/tacky lake
Mr rind Mrs Reed were merriest
fifty-five yearn in August of this
year .
The deceased was • Kentucky
Colonel and a member of the Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church and Mur-
ray Lodge No. 106 F. & A. M. He
moved to Murray In May 19811
Survivors are tits wife. Mrs.
Erin Grogan • • Reed of Murray:
slept at her, J F. Miles of Man ,
Tenn one daughter, Mrs Merle
Stared of Warren. Mid s: Orle
SM. J. N. Reed, Jr.. Of Detroit.
Mich See Meters. Mrs. k. I.
E theridee, Mrs Gordon Otidd, and
Mrs Edna Lecher, all of Mete -
pries Tenn Mrs Eulan Coffman
of RAloudlvtSe, Ark, and Mrs.
Carl Dunes+ n Gilman. Tenn. :
one brother. Ray Reed of Spring-
field. Mo three half brothers,
Dr. H. C. . Miles of Chattanocks,
Tenn., Hayden Miles ne
Tern, and lalmon Miles of Gib-
son, Teen: five ter and caildren:
two great grandrandren.
Funeral tervicee are 41 ;ilea.
but friends may ran at the J. H.
(tars-hill Funeral Hoene who has
Mauve of the erre ngeme res.
A Look Megainve spokesnan
said Tuesdry the publication will
ask the caurt to orcier Mrs Kea
nedy to post a band of up tn 116
trillion to cover its losses should
Mrs Kennedy win and then lose
the caw on appeal
Seek Magazine Go-Ahead
There were reports Tuesday
night that lawyers for the Ken-
nedy family and Lock Magazine
were tweithlif tO Obelf the way tor
the eneganne to publish the ser-
ialisation. ponibly by removing
MAINIederi personal recollect-
ions not death( dirthtly with the
Illelle8M11 Mon of President Ken-
nedy Harper & Row was report-
ediy not involved in the talks
The 17-word peewee at the cen-
ter of Mrs Kennedy's isswthat is
heat a teisspram dated se,
1986 from Ben Kennedy to Man-
°heater and Harper & Row. In
their anneer to Mrs Keraucly's
compliant, lawyers for Manchester
and the publishers were expected
to build a defense around the
-ant
Both side; have different inter-
(Continued On Pace Five)
OFFICE TO (-LOSE
The County Judge's office will
be closed Christnuus Eve, Deoetn-
ber 24, Sunday December 26 and
Mendes+, December 26, County
Judge Hal MoCuiston repaint
today The office will be open
again on Tuesday, December 27
inkier; .1 Chr,14 ti y
Robert Norsworthy
Is Named To Board
Ratiert J. Noretworthy. son of
Mr. and Mrs Woodrow Narsereettur
if Kletsey Route Two, has been
ap)ouAcd to tit a vacancy on the
the member Civil Service Board
by Mayor Michael 14. Olusac of
Highland Past Mich.
Norsworth y a term will end Jan-
uary 1970 The flea appointee is
a /de icing resident of Highland
Park where he attended element-
ary and high schools
Since 1903 who he received hi:,
bachelor's degree frmn Perris State
CalieSe. Norsworthy has been em-
ployed as a sales representative
for the Armee= Printing Com-
pany A director of the Detroit
Junior Board of Carrunerce and
the Detroit Graphic Arts Guild, he
also serves on the Mayor's Youth
Commission,
Navy Jets Stop Air Attack
Directed At Atomic Carrier
By BRYCE MILLER
United Press International
SAIGON aft - US. Navy jets
from the abenift carrier Kitty
Hawk intercepted two enemy air-
craft nu-tracing ships of the US.
7th Fleet off North Viet-TAM and
apparently shot them down with
air-to-air meanies, a U.S. Navy
spokesman said today.
The nuclear-powere ITSS Long
Beach which aeries as flagship
for the 7th Fleet spotted two
sine/ moving aircraft an its radar
Tuesday nicht and flashed an
alert that sent two F4B P'haritorn
Two From Murray
Are In Society
Two students from Murray, Ed -
win Larson and Billy Wilson hien,
been atireceed for megnbership in
Beta Beta Beta, a nat nel hon-
orary biological erience society at
Murray State Univeraity.
Wilson. 305 North Sixth Street,
Is a junior majoring in biology
and cherneery and minorirw In
Prerieh He in vice president of PI
Kappa Alpha a national social
fraternity.
•
Larson, 105 Routh Nineteenth
Street, Is 0, sophomore maj urine
in preanertitine and biolotry and
mincers in philosophy and pay-
chokary
Nine students; were Initiated by
Tel-Beta in Demists,. . A 'B aver-
age Is required for membership
interceptors streaming into the
air
Tile 1.300 mile per hour Phan-
toms also picked up the approach-
lug planes on their radar and.
leuriched air-to-air misailes. The
blips; daappea red from the radar
stamen and the Navy sweeten r
sa id the in trading planes appar-
ently were shot down.
The spokesman said !eider a -
board the Long Beach - the only
nuclear powered ship in the U S
Navy - picked up the target
planes and tracked them on a
C curse leading directly to the shin.
VS Miles Offshore
The alearaitt were first spotted
*bout 26 nines northeast of Than




The Murray K iwan is Club will
meet Thursday night at 6 : 30 at
the Woman's Club House.
A report on time Christmas Tres
es: e will be even and a eons
feet of Chri.4!411 Is carols will he
held bed by .1 esi ah Darnall af the
Music Department of MBU.
TWO CITED
Two persons were cited for
shooting f inevorks In the oily lim-
its of Muera y by the Muiray Po
bee Depertment durnise the past
twenty-hate hairs, according t
the pollee log No other citation.s





marsge of $35.23 has been
ected for the three sates held
the Munray Too Meant
lectlis ada cared Oar of tabiesso.eding to 011ie Ba: Tata report-
• for the Weal market
Barnett laid • total of 42.150
Pam& heft been acid for a to-
ted ammint of money of M0.-
47 42, Another Nile his been
4se nuked for Friday. January 6,
f gr ibis type of tobacco on the
fear Murray floors, Doran's, Par-
ris, Growers, and Planters.
....Lies for air cured tobacco en
die Murray Market were held De-
cember 13 with an av e of
$35 81 and on Friday. r
1$ v. ith an average of Mitt
The last sale was held on Mor -
day. December 19. with 02,210
Auld Lx a telei, eepail gt a
,670.51 for an average of $33.64,
Barnett said
The four loose leaf floors in
Murray will close Friday, Decem-
ber 23, at four p.m. arid re- open
on Tuesday. December 27. arc Jr-d-
ing to an advertisement In the
Ledger & Times
- - - -
Hal Cathey Receives
High Price For His
Burley Crop
Hal Cathey, a 4-H member from
Murray University School receiv-
ed the highest average price for
his 4-H Burley tobacco crop in
the 4-H DEV1.91011 at the 4-H and
FFA Burley Tobacco Show held
in Paducah on Friday. December
16
Cat/ley sold 636 his of tobacco
which averaged MS .75 per cat
He sold na s. for 673.00 per cat :
280 Is for $72.00 per cwt.: and
264 las for $66 00 per cwt.
The crap was selected as the
third beat crop in the., 4,7,1 Divis-
ion. Hal is the son of Mr. and
Mrs; H L. °Miley. Murray Route
Five He is In the seventh grade
at the Murray Uni yenta y School.
Party Is Planned
By The Oaks Club
- --
Member% of the Oa ke Country
Cab usher in 1967 with a
New Year's Eve party at the
clubhouse on December 31. begin-
ning at nine pin for all adult
members.
Food. fun, frolics are being
planned by the party cotrunlitee,
headed by Joe Pat and Lola Jam-
es Others; on the committee are
C W. and Dot Jones, Dorothea
and Prank Kane. Bernice and
Shirley %%lard. Chuck and Bar-
bara Simons. Bat and Charlene
Doss, and Jim and Edith Gar-
rison.
An ef ter smi rink h t breakfast will
be served In the early hours of
the new year Members; are urged
to make reservations as soon' as
pnetble by calling Shirley Wilfred,
753-3043 or Edith Garrisen. 763 -
5383, so that plane for this gala
event can be completed.
IN HOSPITAL
Darwin (Fidel Roberts of Dexter
Route One is a patient. at the
Vanderbilt Wankel, Naudn-tlle,







Week By Judge Dunn
Thirteen persons were fined in
the City Court of City Judge Wil-
liam H. 'Jake; Dunn dunes the
past week Records show the fol-
lowing cornered.
C. M. Johnson, Jr. dbegged
with epee:ling, amended to breach
i-sfOliCe entered plea of inlets.
fined $15.00 plus $4.50 costs.
Hall Wilkerson. charged with
pubac drunkenness, entered plea
of gunn , nried $15.00 plus $450
costs.
J W Wilson, diseansd with pub-
lk dnuikeriness, entered plea at
guilty. fined $16011 plus KM wets.
J. J. Cascone, cheesed teeth
pubbc drunkenness, entered plea
of guilty, third $15.00 plus $450
costs.
J. M. Chignon. charged with
weeding, amended to breach of
peaca entered plea of guilty, fin-
ed OM game UM MUM •
J W Janes, dharged with public
drunkenness, entered pies at guil-
ty. tined $1600 plus MAO costa
Y. E Ktnnly, charged with pub-
bc tInnikerswaa entered pies of
gudgy, tined $16.00 plus 114.60 coots.
John Myers. charged with pub-
lic drunkenness, entesed plea of
guilty, tined $16.00 plus $450 costs.
Mild* ehessed with Pub-
lic drunSeeneas. entred plea of
trinity, timid $15.00 plus $4.50
costa
J W. Wilson. charged with pub-
lic druntenneeg, entered -plea of
guilty. fined $15 00 plus $4 50 costs.
P B criarged wrth ma-
ke drunkenness entered plea of
milky. fined $1500 plies $4S0 costa
J. E Payne, charged with speed -
ire. amended to breach of peace,
entered plea of guilty, lined $10.00
Plus 64 50 oats
W. E. Hughes,
speeding, amended
pence, entered pint of guilty, he-






The patients at Wenview Nurs-
ing H nine have been working
since °caber making Christmas
gifts for the 53 boys, and girls
at Paradise Friendly Home near
Tri -City
The children range in age from
four to eighteen Boxes wal be
taken this week, filled with stuff-
ed animals, decnrated Christmas
steekings, jewelry boxes decorated
with mitred mararoni. clothes
brushes from nylon net, sachet
holders af decora led tea strainers,
pencil holders of decorate can s
with f cocoons for trim, and air-
planes.
The nursling borne has daily re -
erect Lionel activities for all pat-
ients the year round with help
from the f rater y hostess Daisy
Billinittoll and muses aides
In the apecial project, the ten-
ants know they have helped
serneone else during the holiday
season, a nursers( home spokes-
man said.
The employees of the nursing
home. toes tea on South 16th
Street, held their Christmas per-
iv on December 9 soil were en-
tertained by dance st latent.% of
Lyndia Cochran. A gift reamer
was held and caller and cake





General Carbon and Graphite, Inc., will lo-
:ate in Murray, according to a telephone mes-
sage this morning to the Ledger and Times
from Joe A. Wallace, Louisville, president of
the company.
Mr. Wallace told the Ledger and Times that
the Gulf Sulphur sroriporation of Houston,
Texas, has just purchased sixty per cent of the
stock of the company with a five year option
to purchase an additional twenty per cent.
Gulf Sulphur paid one and one-half million
dollars for the sixty per cent of the stock.
Mr. Wallace said that the new plant will cost
about nine million dollars.
Robert A. Allen is president of Gulf Sul-
phur.
The plant will be operated in Murray by
William Harvey and Richard Margeson, both
of whom have been living in Murray for some
time.
The two local men have been in the carbon
business for most of their lives and came to
General Carbon from International Carbon
Corporation where Mr. Harvey was an officer
of the corporation.
Principle use of the product will be for elec-
tric furnaces, for the manufacture of steel, and
is also used in the chemical industry. The pro-
ducts are also used in the missile program and
in the atomic energy field.
Mr. Wallace said that the firm should be in
production within one year from now.
General Carbon and Graphite has been
working with the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce for the past twelve months or more with
Murray apparently having been chosen for
some time for the location of the plant.
Mr. Wallace reported that the 1;4nt would
hire about 250 people after it got into operation.
Similar operations are located at Hickman,
Kentucky, and Columbia, Tennessee, however
not by this company.
Mr. 'Wallace is a member of the law firm of
Wallace and Webb in Louisville.
The exact site of the new plant is not known







THE LEDGER & TIMES
useiz 'etra D by LEDGER it TIKES PUBLI314114G COMPANY.
Coniondation 4 the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunes, and The
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1, 1142.
JAM= C. walrams, PUBLISHER
We reserve the nail to reject any Attverniiing. Lettere to the Mac
or Pubilic Voice aims winch, in araalon. are not for the bait le-
tared al our readers.
NATIONAL REIPIRESEWTATIVES. WALENZZ WITMER CO., WM
Madison Ave, Idemphis, Tenn.; Time ft Lae Side., New York. KIN
Bldg.. Detroit. Mhdt
111141-.0d at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tramaussion as
Second Clem Matter.
Onscligrriom rulma. ostrver ip Murray. plumes& fah pee month
41-14 In Calloway and adjoining counties. per year, KW. elsewbare MAO
'The 0- 1t_ Cbrac Amid of a Cossunuaily Is Ems
Imegribr of thNewspaper"
TUESDAY — DECEMBER 20, 1966
Quotes From The News
Pe (NEM Pathos LNTEIRNATIOSAL
L*11116GRAD, U.S.S.R. — A Soviet prosecutor taking a
five year term in a -strict regime" labor camp for one of two
American tourists accused of currency violations.
-The penalty to be inflicted on Wortham should not be
considered an indication of hostility against the American
people, rather it is a sufficient response of the Soviet people
to two such criminal offenses."
TOKYO — A Peeing Radio broadcast rejecting as "an-
other fraud" a recent appeal by U.& Ambassador Arthur
Goldberg to the United Natioas to try to arrange peace new-
nations during two Vietnam 1iday truCes•
"Recently the United States has instigated tie Pope, U.N.
Secretary General Thant. art4 other U.S. followers of all
descriptions to make a hue and cry for peace around the
Christmas cease-fire."
NEW YORK — Emanuel Vadala, 100 years old, a native of
Italy and resident 01 the United States for more than ball
a century, upon taking his citizenship oath:
-I wanted to become a U.S. citizen before I died"
ASIIIThWiTON — Sen George Si )4cGovern, D.-&D., pro-
posing a global war on hunger:
"Leadership in such a war would imply that a Maalla-tWe
conference to line up allies to participate or an effort through
the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (TAO)
be undertaken."
A Bible Thought For Today
Remember them that are ha bends. As bound with them;
and them that suffer adverlitte, as brine )(ourselves also in
the bed, —Hebrews 13:3.
Jesus eciainiended theme Who vted Prisoners
they were visiting Him in prison
as though
Ten Years Ago Today
lainalie 4 ;pas arms
P Phillips. age 60. died yt-sterda:. i nix home in
POSSUM Trot . He was the sister of Mrs. Sarah Carroll 01 Mur-
ray.
&mils Beale had the program yesterday at the Murray
Rotary Club and gave a humorous and Informational pro-
gram He told a story concerning the night rider days in
Kentucky and the contact he had with the OneanizaUCiti
The Kirithey High Sphisoi Eagles defeated Hazel 34-29
to win the championship game of the Calloway County
Christmas Tournament at the Can Health Betiding last
night
McNutt of 161/1 Olive reports that he found a for-
sythia in full bloom this week The yellow flowering plant
usually blooms
TEXAS UP s4 I., iii I Nit ISILViRosiNIET BOWL —
Chris (U,. • • .• • —GI right d for a gain of
25 yards against Miastiasippi during let quarter action in
the 8th Annual Bilueboaulet Boer] ..t Houston. Texas. Gil-
bert and fellow Texan Bill Bradley scored the 3 TD e in






by Lanett time bahreatimal
Today is Wednesday, Dec 21,
the 366th day of thee with 10 to
hake
The moon lS between its first
quarter and tull phase
The morning stars are Mors
and JupOs.
The evening Mar is Elattlen.
ittmean dbtabor Josef Mean
vise born on Nils daY in MR
On Una doer in Watery: I
In HIM, en* ilegrens set loot
for the Mot doe an American
to as Pietnoulk,
In JOU, the UAL ttptimit Court
uphsid the vole* of as-wook
divorces being palsied thealehOut
We sate of Weieds.
In 1944. borer rating was bann-
ed in the United alteles for Oto
duration at World War II. •
In 1953 ex-Premier Moisadegh
of ken was convicted of attempt-
mg to form and iced • revolt
agiunst the Shah
A *male for the day - Miser-
Van lannotast and wetter Mart
Twain saki: -Work consists of
ebullient a Moly ft °Wined to
Feed mouses of wbMever • body





Jamison is Lacing a &lemma areor
taxes. Krems at the prat few days
have thrown it into sharp relief
The federal revernment is pro-
bably gong to run a budget do-
llen of N bliben to 1112 on
thas Dose year rather dun the
lila taboo estimated le. n January.
The President Indicated the rime/d-
eath of the red ink Tut-mese when
be Mid an Amain Tea. news con-
ference he plans to ad Coneress
for Wien or 1110 billion more
this year forthe yar In %let Nam.
Mae.Th the nation's econo-
my hes Inflasad from but Iprtng's
fevertsb pane and Jotudon's top
econcine athlete Gardner Actiey,
is predicting that leet will see
-1 more balanced• moderate kind
of rroarth.-
Acid* made bee plisillellan Pet-
Meyer-talon *_.l_. 1m
d..) , the nal 
a 
&
hilstnez-saven PM11111011 lo girstooe
thea pant and Miallameit Mi-
ley. he only 7 per am: next year,
conned to more Wan le per cent
in On Government economists
have aged the boomitt Ous.neLt
IIIMMItng as one the
cited dada Webb year $ inflat-
ion
Ilre danger-and We chlenama
toe &Arson 4 that a tax increase
cies ened to balance the Weed
budget rune the risk at also taking
too much opendieg power cast of
private hands and Monism the
er ociny into a downward loop
If this happened, incomes would
fel: and so would tederal tax re-
ceives, and the government-in one
• 
TEE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
..:i41111114.




MINNZAr01.121. MINN. Of —
The tette:hope at Jan Lienke's 41-
campus apartment rings a lot nose-
on the avenges Or once every four
oLoutes acedding to tier latest
reciumild.
Wizen Jan anawers. she usuany
bears a male voice. Once and once
only a wip a woman.
Mod of the men Callers wont
to have a eigt of coffee waft we
to tab about a letter, a* said
Thursday Some try to "oh . . .
you know . lane something up -
"N,) one has come right out
and asked me to go to bed with
them Mg Mere have been several
vu gee cella"
Tho 111-Mer-old University of
Mammoth comes P-1)1aArItY
after the 1Worteigota Daily, the
whcols modem newspaper, pub-
lished a letter Me wrote
Fano Of Ononiimisotion
11,.s wont., who elm is an
undergraduate teaching assistant in
the social studies division of
ex wrote ogonpe. in part.: -Sex-
ual ingogiourse is a Soma at cowl-
niunicauon between two pecple.
which because of available con-
traceptive pills, aboadd be no more
regulated than any other form of
coalman ication such &convers-
ing. denoting and holding hands.
"As knit as the feelings of other
peopie are taken into eonaderaterr
as much as possible. then sexual
Intercourse ehnind be vontaneou.s
mult-free and a warm human em-
With that swarmed of belief
Jan Lienke. the daughter al
doctor, became MinnemoteS mot
famous advacate of tree bye
She said severe- an-4.yinotts Pe'
acne asigied copies of her ie.
publiehed Nov 18 to her par.
in Oklahoma. But tier parents al-
rea-ty know ab"ut the letter die
mid, and share her view,.
The pretty coed's letter Mid
of th...se maw ofealnalniki.OPUA1
ez Up W11,11 Sr. even bippit dr-
Van t act osut. to
moue taxes
DM that us • thirty gloom *-
cure. one WM Act*, and kus
leagues on the Presiderit's Cot
of LoarlotaX Advisers are pr
clever enough to prevent
c: unatl has had, at beat ant..
year, an excellent record of vi-
tae:mg how the economy would do
in the months abead and of dile
imaging Mb and preecalbUie rine.
dies.
The counce-with the help of
the Treasury and the Budget Bur-
eau-may be able to des t•e
the right dose of taxes to redo..
if not elbninsite the deice Mee
out hurting ttw economy A nog*
tax increase might do the Welk
At the
season of hi& and
Iniadeloe, it is our
special pkasore to wig's you
a Merry Christina% and to expre.s our
tkeik• for your patronage througliiiiil the ear.
Trenholni's Drive-1n
•
—11,e' 040i:304'4' Vetecen tt;
onninumoate sexuelly does not
mean tiaat at girls automatically
become pnorna.scuous and non-
selective."
filossiminiAtog Weans*
Ait a pri if Me would care to
make hive to a girt who didn't
appeal to bee. Elbe wouidn t. have
anything to 'say' to him—let's face
it. she wrote.
Mass 'Ariake said many persona
have told her they thought the
letter was sell-written with "a
lot of good pcants "
Before 'Thursday she had re-
ceived 10 teSeptione oils. all from
men. SLUM Isar opinions have been
more widely publicised her phone
has been ringing off the hook.
lass Lamike said Tbureday the
calls create any one zeal problem
obey inteafere web her studying
and f Mal exam:nations are Just
aratuki we corner.
COMO:WAG KEY—itra Wuli 112. Parker, widow of re.
Mad Artily Lt. Col. WilliamE. Paster, la shown in car
outside the courthouse In
Freehold, NJ. She is a keewitness against Dr. Carl Cow
polio°. accused of monis&
lag Farber. a neighbor.
Carbon Plant 
--
(Continued From Page One)
however a site has been under consideration for
some time.
The announcement of this new plant comes
-on the heels” of the announcement recently •
that Eli Lilly will locate a bio-chemical plant
here in Murray. Test borings are underway on
this plant site just north of the city and thus far
the tests are hearing out geological surveys.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce ha,
worked actively with both of these two indus-
tries and is responsible for bringing both to the
city.
ANN'S
WHER2 snorruto ea • ruessuits itaTian Of A TASK *
'NE WISH YOU A MERRY CIIRISTMAS
'Pr We Will Be Closed All Day Monday, December 26th —
STOKELY'S - No. 24 Can FRESH
Fruit Oxtail 3i $1.00 Baking Hens




Cranberry Sauce 2i 49c
STOKELY'S - Na, 301/ Can
ASPARAGUS 33c


















BONELESS RoLLkii ALL WHITE :1111LAT) - 2 bs.. • us.
Turkeys $3.29





























































































































































































SAN FRANC1f300 171 -- If you're
a pro fcsatall fan, have the time
rrid money and can't wait until
January to find out which college
players the various teams in the
N88ionr1 and American leagues are
interested In, try the training camps
for t ho North-South Blue-Gray
and East West claseics in the next
couple of clays.
If you kick close enough and sok
eriough at the phigers working out
"Who's Who" you're bound to dis-
cover there 11 be more pro scouts
watching the calesthenics than peo-
ple involved in the various post-
6C1111011 11111Mell.
The Shrine Classic, for inetance.
already has inquiries from 20 dif-
ferent teams In the two pro leag-
ues Ind more keep coming in every
day now that the pLayers are In
training camp--the Dart at Santa
Oars and the West at Stanford.
It figures to be the same for the
other two aRator games.
Change TWO(
The heavy scout traffic Is due to
the fact the NFL and AFL for the
first time will hold a corrabined
draft of college players next month.
neat means 35 lams will be 'pet-
ting up the players among than.
When the two leagues were oti-
erating their own drafts, the play-
ers lad the aptkin of signing with
teams trcsn either circuit and most
Mine to the All-ebar games already
00Mmated.
By way of getting ready for the
invasion of the pro scouts, pro-
moters of the Plast-Wast game an-
nounced Tuesday a number of
ground rules, among them of1-4Irn-
88 warnings at training camp en-
ing KOCWIRS. the press box at Roar
Stadium, site of the game on Dec.
31, the locker rooms and the play-
ing field
-lame paces are all ce limes
lei Om scouts," laid genie mataglog
director Bert Jacobs, "and we pion
to enforce the rules as best we
Cell. The as wel brie ample
time to talk to the players during
the peactice sealons and at no
other time."
Both head coaches, Duffy Daugh-
eftY of lechigan State and the
East said Alvton of Stanford and
the W. plan to give the soauts
ea much leeway as poseibie in keep-
ing with their awn training sched-
ules.
Daugherty Cooperates
When Francis Powers. Fast-Welt
publicity director, announced the
ground rules were agreed Lipari af-
ter connultation with the NFL and
AFL. the lepreabaurn-like Daugherty
quipped: "Thank you Mr Fboirelle."
In • more aerious vein, Dougherty
maid he appreciated the snouts Mud
a }oh to do and he panned to
he them.
coverate within mann."
mid Duffy "Heck. it was • whole
• lot worse when the esin pro leagues
were ariper•te. Then, they bothered
ta all the ttinai sayeeng, It
might be meter this new way"
"I don't think X will take us as
long this year to get the boys ready
air garne," explained Rakton.
veto sao headed the West team in
1866. "Sure, money is ROAM to be
on their masts, and I don't blame
than. But they mho will be anxious
to do a good job since how they
play 1 nthis particular game rnay
Odds their Whole future "
AS one wag summed up the slit-
▪ "Scout watching may wind up




By United Press International
East
LIU 80 Oswego 35
Fordharn 66 St Francis NY 66
Iona 85 III, Wesleyan 79
Pratt 64 Story Brook 5.2
'Elt, Joe. Pa. 91 Skier 88,
Bucknell 82 Wash. Md., 66
Edinbc.'o 110 Fredonia 64
St. Fran. Pa. 73 Marshall 67
Pace 86 Yeshiva 60
Merrimac Eol Albany NY
Tennessee St. 72 Gannon
Cornell 76 Buffalo 63
South
Wake Forest 66 Maryland 59
Ftlehrriond 80 Va. Military 65
Geo. Washington 55 Davidson 54
Ohio Valley 103 Beckley 90
Loyola L. 74 Michigan St.
Brown 75 Georgia 68
Midwest
Xavier Ohio 71 Miami Ohio 68
Detroit 112 Western N. M. 100
Calvin 71 Central Michigan 69
Loraa 109 St. Pr000pits 84
South Dakota St. 100 'Pantie) 69
Bradley 114 Oklahoma 88
W•chita 68 San Diego St. 54
Indiana 94 Notre Dame 91
Ohio EX, 84 Teem Christian 78
Marquette 74 Minnesota 61
Wastmar 99 Buena Vista 80
Dickinson N. D. 72 Minot 65
Dakota Wes. 106 Neb. Wes. 93
Yankton 118 Manitoba 88
LincOln Ill Nerthern S. 13 86
Coffeeville 86 Vincennes 61
St. Fran. Ind. 113 Giffin 57
Ind. St. Ind. 106 Stout 60
Steubenville 71 Cal St. Pa
Akron 79 Hears, 61
Southwest
Flounton 87 Waahington 65
Western Hilltoppers
Get Tenth OVC Crown
LOU/SVTLLE, Ky ETV - Western
Kentucky has eiskred its 6th Cham-
pion/hip in the 10-year history of
the Ohio Valley Conference Bsaket-
bail Tournament.
Western upended East Tennes-
• see State University 72-50 Tuesday
night in the firma at Convenalon
Csenter.
Western reached the title con-
g trot the hard way. edging More-
head 80-71 in overttme. but the go-
ing was far eaaler agelost the Buie
from Johnson City, Tem.. Who de-
feated Middle Tennessee State 86-
72 in the aerril-finalis
The Hillteppere took the lead at
the top-off and II/PTP never headed
They led by as much as 15 points
cm severed occasions
Western's Clean Hokin was vot-
ed the tournament's (utetandtng
player He grabbed 14 rebounds and
moored 14 points In the oramplon-
rtiM contest-
Others on the OVC All-Elbar learn
were Dwight Smith and Wayne
Chatinan of Wattem. Herb Mc-
Pherson and Dick Cunningham of
Murray State. newsy Wood's and
Richard Arnoid of FTI1SU, Bruce
Knit and Jim Randfose of More-
head Are Bobby Washington of
R Pastern Kentucip;
Although the BUM idiot a poor
33 per cent, coach Madam Bropica
said Western awn on the boards
"We Were out-rebreirideri 53-39," he







Baylor 90 Auetin Coll 69
Arkansas St. 100 SE Okla. 63
Tex Coll 116 Tex. Southern SS
Angelo 79 Abilene Christian ss
Tournaments
Western Ky. 80 Morehead 77
East Tenn. 86 Middle Tenn. 72
Finale
Weste:-D Ky 72 East Tenn 59
Tampa Invitational
Final Round
North Carolina 81 Florida St 54
Citadel '74 Columba 71, mama.
Boston Garden
First Round
Massachuserts 86 Manhattan 76
Boston Coil. 87 Syracuse 75
Sun Devil Clank
First Round
Iowa St. 80 Southern Cal 68
Texas 93 Arizona St. 81
Murray High Tigers
Fall To Benton 72-56
Ey GALE GARRISON
The Murray High TWers went
down to defeat la* night as they
kat to Benton r to 56.
Gen Gritty was the first to score
fcr either team, hitting cne at two
from the line to give Benton a one
to nothing had. Dennis Dunn add-
ed one to this to make it 2 to 0.
Phil Jones scored Murray's fine
basket tieing the more at 2 all.
Ben Gritty hit • free throw for
Benton but Tony Rayburn tied the
score again, an a free throw. and
Jones gave Murray their fir* lead
at 4 to 3. on a free idea, Seamy
Myers hit a Vv.) pointer to take
the lead becic, which the. Indians
hekl onto until Buster Scott sank
one to take a one pant lead at 11
to 10 Dennis Dunn hit a free toss
to end the quarter at 11 to 11.
Elmerany Myers opened the sec-
ond quarter with • field goal bur
Vic Dunn knotted the score at 13
to 13 Sarum Myers snored a two
pointer again to give Benton a
lead they never kist.
Vic Dunn led M'Urray in =wing
with 16 panto. Allan Beane was
the onty other neer to more in
double figures with 10 points.
thenniy Myers was the spark plug
for Balton netting 36 points, on
nine field goals and it of emit
from the line. Other Ins. to
sure In double figures were Jim-
my Newton with 12, Denrds Dunn
had 10. end Colman had 10.
Murray's next game will be at
Tiger Gym on January 6. when they
meet the Rene of South Marshall.
--- -
Benton   11 33 51-TI
Murray  11 25 40-56
Benton (77) - Myers 26. Dunn 10,
J. Ortffy 11, Newton 12. B Grtffy 7,
Colson 10, C McClure 2, Clary 2.
Murray (Si) - Jones 9, Scott 6.
Dunn 16 Rayburn 9, Wilkins 1,




LENTNORAD USSR. 4711 - A
young American tourist today was
sentenced to thfee years In one
Of Russia's toughest Siberian lab-
or camps for stealing a $300 statue
arid currency black-mariceteering
that netted hen $30 His Ameri-
can companion was let off with a
fine.
Duel Ray Wortham, 26, or North
LIttle Rock, Ark., received a max-
Me= three-year eentenee for tak-
ing a etatue of a bear from a
Leningrad hot*, and three years
of a possible eight-year term for
seeing dollars for rubles on the
black-market Both rientences were
ordered to run concurrently.
-
.....




Stardust BLEACH 2I;AZ  lit Del Mont
SULTANA
Corn GOLDEN 1/NOLE KERNEL „ cf.' 
Leak r
s ujv Lream Drops








U.S.D.A. INSPECTED FROZEN GRADE A
TURKEYS
6 TO 9 LB. 10 TO 15 LB. 16 TO 22 LB.
LB. 47t LB. 43t LB. 37c
DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK 
IF YOU ARE NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED WITH YOUR
SUPER RIGHT GRADE A TURKEY-SIMPLY COME IN AND TELL US
(AND BRING THE LABEL OR CASH REGISTER TAPE OF COURSE)















ENGLISH CUT LB. 55c
VA FARM BRANDCountry Hams V41°LE " HALF





1ST 3 RIBS LB. 89c
PEELED AND DEVEINED
p MEDIUM pi LB. BAG 52.69
1010 18 LB. 85t
LB.
8 LB. $619CAN
1ST 5 RIBS 79c
7-IN. CUT 
LB.,
3 LB. SC19BAG j
SAVE ON DELIC101.151CHUSE SPREADS
KRAFT SAVE 21c 2 AMERICAN OR PIM
•NVelVeeta LOAF
LB. 98A
C Ched-O-Bit 2 LOA FLB. 79tCOPYRIUNT t THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PAGtFIC TEA CO . INC. f 
ASP 1 LB A6 CRESTINOODPear HalvesBARTLETT=51.00 ChocolatesA""T" 5
SULTANA .. 1 gi% s ROYAL LUSTERSFruit Cocktaii. .11C4.°46Yc Hard Mix  CAN"
AGECranberry Sauce:P.4 'c .41:S. 710 Tian Mits COVERED
MIXED. PECANS OR 1.L8 m70,
BAG )/çMincemeat 2L490 Fancy NutsENG-.1.LN.T1s..,  5
Lt $2 99SO •




DOUIAA K MINIATURE 100Cake Motes  ANGEL FOOD 8300xZe.s 790 marshmallows S-OZ. PKG.
1' LB.
ASP




































oARDRLYGEINss CASE $7.00 EA. .
S7.48


















Percolator A. $5.8 8
riELLOisii0OD DELUXE 
E 
Hosiery NYLONS SAVE 304  2 INPABIOR' 99t
-\.A&P Gift Certificates S5 AN° SlOi-
r. Clean
•t Safeguard




THEAVY DUTYReynolds Wrap.55t Paramoun  RELISH 
1c5J-AqN 
.33cSPICED 1-LB.epEAc.Esi3 °z:44
1-PT. 12-01. CAN 68cCLEANER
Tide 3-Les.u1-oz. 77c 141L0B1. 33c Ivory LiquidBOX 12-0Z 161PoI33s BOT.
3-LB. 1-LB.Cascade DISHWASHER 4t;00.Ix.39 oxydol BOX BOX
1-LB. 
1-0Z. 4-0Z.
CHRISTMAS WEEK STORE HOURS
Open Thurs. & Fri.-Dec. 22 8 2.i Until 9:00 P.M. SAT. DEC. 24
Until 6:00 P.M. Closed MI Day Monday Dec. 26TH
IIICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY DEC. 24TH
• nat.,
Holiday Quality Produ'r ce!
F°R








Oranges IIL ABG 39t
FRESH
Cranberries LB 25c
FRESH MEXICAN 2 PTSStrawberries89
PLAY BILLFOLD BINGO
YOU CAN WIN UP TO $1,000
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY







t I. , ,
 Austex - 154-ox.
1 CHILI with Beans 
Austex - 151-oz.
BEEF STEW 
Mexene - 2-ox. Jar




PACO FOCH   EMI LIIDOZR • T11111115 — MIDISRAY. RR1ITUC1WEDNIIPSPAY D44ctuguR ma •
MatiMii WOO! !WAWA loloMitsMIMR Mr W00111111000,911Mtoi NM NO WA Mk "SAWA W&INCIMIIiiiMaindOMMICOM.11411011111N1111011106010091VIMAxwmaneent
)1: Zesta - 1-1b. box
:JELLO 3 FOR














Del Monte Blackberry. 18-oz.





















Del Monte - No. 303 can
49c PEAS 2 49c






CRANB'RY '11" %lernAnn's SPI(Pd
SAUCE "" APPLES-







11E 3 FOR 25; 
16 Ounces 'Show boat
29e SWEET POTATOES 25e
•At.
WELCH - 20 Ounce
Grape Jelly 39c
* FROST', AI RES *
el FROZEN FOODS












































DEL MONTE (CRUSHED 45e)
lb
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LOW COST
NOTICE
PERSONALLY STYLED floral de-
corations for any occabion custom-
made maladies. corsagea, home de-
cor, wedding service, centerpiecea,
party decorations. Ruth Evenneyer,
Ruth's Designa, 733-6506 Dec--19-C
CIASSIFIED ADS GET REM
f-;'l L. raPraT • cVivAP • HIRE • RENT • •il/vA/;:' • teliRE • RilY • Sr
igElt SALE
PIANOS FOR GIERISTMAS. Story
mai Cleat, Orand. Low over head
terms. Reece. 24tiabc Manor, 5 miles
• Benton, on ieenton-Mayfield
R•Jad, at Harvey. Open evenings,
Sunday 1:30 to 7:00. Dec. 31-C
ELECTROLUX SALES di Service,
Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M. Elerxl-
sra. Plaone 182-3176 Lyinivile, WaY.
Dec. 29-0
SPECIAL NO1 lalt, Wanted: AU
types tree work, Buford Marsh,
Route 1, Alexi, ley. 763-3166
Jan. 10-C
ADD NEW LIFE to old carpets.
atiampoo with Blue Lustre-Blue
Lustre Shampooer $1.00 a day,
Hughes Pain. Store. Jan.-13-C
a,EDUCE SAYE, simple and feet
Mth Gonete tablets caul 38f. Rol-
land Drugs. E-D-22-C
DONT merely brighten your carpets
. Blue Lustre them . . elimin-
ate rapid rebottles. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Stark's Hardware.
' D-24-C
FREE-Have about 12 flocked trees
end 12 green trees to be given away
for Christina& Shirley Florist, North
4th Street. 1TC
THE THOROUGHBRED Dreve-ln
will be caused Dec. alah and re-
main closed until ,ti. 3rd D-Es-c
At The Movies
"FOR CAT:TOL ANL DRIVE-IN
Infoemetion rail 753-3314 anytime
aft
PIELP W•learitr.
WANTED ficeneone to baby m 6:30
ns. to 3'30 p. na. 1 child. 5 deal
Tisk. $20 week Ohll 753-7435 after
D-27-C
IMPIEUENCED general office work-
er. lluit be feat typist and under-
stood dotaile entry bookkeeping. Ap-















A. K. C. MALE Pekingese, 4 months
old. Has had shots. 7(14-4648. 0-21-P
USED CAT front-end loader, tract
mounted. Call 753-8657 between 8
and 10 p. m. 0-21-P
A PAIR of beautifle Wale /amps in
perfect Otimation. A good portable
stereo record player, albums in-
cluded. Pgr information oak 763-
6833. 0-22-C
ANTIQUE ALADDIN aids lama),
ilimah-Corana portable type-
writer vita oa.se See at 1015 Payne
dams- ; 0-23-C
160Fiala I-year-oil bay gelding,
geniis. 16 hands. Elhowil by ap-
pointment,. Call Sanaa a Jones 763-
:1508. D-X2-P
STOVE OR FIREPLACE wood. All
ook. Phone 753-7968. 0-23-C
TWO MAM Siamese kittene. Very I
reonicely 'priced. Ideal Ohrieunsis
eaft for cleg or adult. Phone 753-,
8754. D-22-C '
BRING ALONG the *mole buiviay
and try this one on for are. This
quality 5-bedroom bane is the ulti-
mate al hying convenience, 2 beds&
dam end Caney mom. double pl-
ugs. carpeting throughout. oenteal
beat and sa-oonditiotang. excellent
bastion.
ROOM FOR ALL A new spulious
3-becirou.m brick with 2 oaths, had
family room. completely equipped
kitchen. attached garage, on large
kit us one of the wag areas Ni
Murray
A MODERN designed 3-bedroom
brick. 3 fireplacee, plastered thro-
ughout Tao 13 x 12 sterage rootlet,
double garage, has transferable
PHA ioan
TUCatlat REALTY Itz Insansnoe
to.. 503 Maple $t., Murray, ley,
753-4342 Donald R. Tucker, Bobby
0. Orogen. ITC
NINE ACRES kaitad 2 Mocks
northwest of Calvert CetY :-
and Shopping Center. MOM lin-
401Wh Erwin, Cal-7-4036.
Ky. 041B-C
NEW 3-BEDROOM brine two tile
baths, hardwood Mons, electric
heat, kithien and faintly room com-
bined, kedge hying room, bedrooms.
with large walk-in closet& utility
room, outside acres*. csetert. Lot
121 feet a 260 feet, Smiles east on
121. Possession with deed. Price
$15,50000,
3-BEDROOM brick with garage on
whoa $800.00 down and take over
FHA payments. Peeseesion with
deed
J. O. PAITON, Realtor, 302 South
4th St., Phone 753-1738 D-M-C
rclit RENT
APARTMENT FOR RENT. New ef-
fidency for college boys. Call 753-
4466 or 753-6660. Jeri. 10-NC
-NOW LEASING -- The Embassy
Apartments, 103 South 12th Street.
Luxury two bedroom, Phone 753-
7814. 0-23-0
TERM-BEDROOM house with ga-
range, furnished or unfurnished,




LOST: 2 Beagles, I male and 1
female. Call Forrest Coleman, 7=-
6314, 0-21-P
WWI': 410 Double Barrel Shot-
gun. Lost on Coldwater and Lynn
Grove Highway. Dec 2t8h. A re-
ward given. Gall 753-5666. D-23-C




SEEN & HEAD . • •
(ConUnued From Page One)
snuggles down for the right.
What do we find this morning.
You guessed it There Was old
apart out in ale middle of the
carman his throw rug all jumbl-
ed trp, his carefully prepared bed
scratched asunder.
He was all bunkered up on the
:hraw rug look-log right pitiful.
At the se7bit Of US he bOanded VP
from the rug which he had pulled
out in the middle of the deallart,
a., thcugh he had at last found •
Well, we guess Sport is, after all,
no. a dog, and ssio cf a dumb
one at that.
Predate* Johnson is Silt feet three
srthes
Today is the shortest day in the
year. Tomartow is the first day
Of Winter, but just knowing the
rem me getting longer helps to
ease the pain.
Listening last night to sca-ne re-
cite:ergs of the apeeches of Pre-
adult Roosevelt and were startl-
ed al hair MI** tkne tom by.
Reek** Noosevelt was making
hal feint:sae 'Mat Of infamy" speech
arid he pinpointed the day by In-
in his talk "December 7,
194• 1".
The timee were perilaus and
Lr.ght.m.mg, yet they aimed These
Lines too will pass
A blew meal get a lot at Pesci,
of in net if he could Mat z.
bee that "Seen this AMA pass,"
whipsaw dttnags get Son of
11.71/MV fff it is a rare person who
can be :hat plukeephiee in timee
Of trouh.e.
Falk* are so busy in th, rat Mae
of making a ayina they find it
iLfficult to text tame for ratted-
Ian and allYtheng winch interrupts
the normal activity of the day
seem& catastrophic at the tine,
lbws. is si dOe 'ewe of land out
theta." remarked the matar aba
'teamed by the fa:users house
"Yes se," replied the farmer
regtriy "It's the beat hi the
mania,"
"Pretty expenscve land for a
poor man?" naked the visitor.
"It's worth every penny of one
thmeared dollars an acre.' an-
swered the farmer, with an eye
for busthees. "Were you thinking
c.rner lot ellardetael &ore. eke- 
$19 25-el 75. Geed $18 00-20.001 ,.74 teneng and setting up tn these
Stance-rd 11625-1825. MOLE* 360- vartartric lest. air-cendinoturer, near 
3tee'r ca"e" $23 75-25 75: 7611x- Hanaly," murmured the visitor,
• Oecd and Clicim 122.75-24-76. melting some notes ill a book.
SLMIIIIHLO MAN OR WOMAN
To Carry Ledger & Times Paper Route




Au excellent paper route to Murray u
open. We need a good responsible bo)
for this route immediately. Quahfiecl
boy can start at_ once. PICHile apply in







1415 Main Street Phone 753-2202
D23c
MURRAY, Ky. - Tuts . Dec 20,
1006 Murray Livestock Auction.
CATTLE AND CALVES: 348
HOGS: 42
SHEEP: I
Meakeeteif active: Slaughter Cows
2k *lower; Hatablier aulle dead,
to $1.00 Jeerer: Wakes abut*
Choose 710-000 feeder esiell ISg
higher: Choke 560-750 lb feeder
!seders steady to 76( higher; Choice
350-560 lb steer calves $1.00 lower.'
other chases about steady.
fie.AUGHTER STEERS: Mixed
Good and Choke 1000-1300 b
$31.25-?.2 50
SLAUGUTILR HEIFERS: mixed
Or a aid Ch ace 750-850 lb $20.76-
3200.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility $15.00-
18.60; Cutter 11375-15,26; Canner
*1200-1400
SLAUGHTER SULL.S: Utility to
Good over WOO lb 111111.75-W 75. .
SLAUGHTES CALVES AND VEAL-
ERA: Make 1106-41110 b sievanagir
calves MOD-23.0d: rand $1/211-
2025; Stendard 1115 00-17 50, Choice
VP:Iler. 833.25-3725; Good $3050-
33,50, S.eridard $2610-29.75.
FEEDERS: Mixed Good anti Choice
750-1)50 lb feeder steer.i $21.00-2210;
Chore 550-750 lb $22.50-24-50; Mix-
ed Chad and Chace 1121,60-22.50;
Ocod $19.50-21 75; Standard $17.76-'
1975; HEIFERS: Choice 550-750 lb
Go 22ed $21 00-.00: Standard $1926- ..ran the tax sanest"...
21,4, Cheice 160-550 lb boaters
$20.75-22 75, Mixed Good and
1(3si4ce *1975-21.75; Good $18 00-
1 1O01): Standard 11626-1825
SPRINGING HEIFERS: Good end Reidland Falls To
Cboioe 750 lb $1925 
SPRINGING COWS: Good a 
Carlisle In Tourney
nd
Choice 960 lb. $17.00.
(OW AND CALF: Chotice Cow and
Calf pairs $18400,
HOGS: Harrows arid Clete; TJ IL
1-2 190-210 lb $202.5; U S 2-3 235-
275 lb 11900-19.60; SOWS: None.
haILLP: None.
Murray Hospital
CP11311i - Ado ts 73
C lista - Nursery
Admissions, December IS, 19011
Mrs. Mary L. Radaple Route 1,
Dexter: Mrs Mary E. Hick& 406
Stun 10th. Murray; Mrs. Gladys
e-triera Causey, Route 5, Wir-
e , L. le Cook. North 5th, Mut-
, Mrs. Ara M Hughes, West
Nu.-sing Rene. Murray;
:inns Reed, 1000 Payne. Mur-
Mrs Betty Overby. We-it-
'w Nursing Home. Murrae, Mn.
. one Duke, West View Nursing
me, Murray
Dismissals, faseaster St 1966
ars. Mettle Oakley, 625 Ellis
ye, Murray: Fr Will Frank
'sty. H alto 1, Murray'. Master
:ry Gelb, Route I. Farmington;
ors* Tarry Iannan, 421 South
Murese, Miss Sally Denial,
' ite 3, Murray. aka Diana Kin-
404 lierth let. Murray; Mrs.
nes Ramat ani baby boy, AL
. Benton; Mrs. Kathy Taylor
S baby gal. neate 1, Firmlog-
n; Ma Ester Garland, 508 p..
Murray; Jeen Bar-
t, 103 N5,eetls 6:h, Murray:. Fel
• rer,:t, Rape 1, Murray; a, D.
',hart, Rrtite • 3. Murray; Mrs.
Barbara George, 306 South 13th,
Mornay: lialtdr Mark MeCuiston,
Route 4, Murray.
Reiland defeated Carlisle Co 37
to M., and Bt. Mary eon over Sal-
lord Memorial 36 to 15. in the kior-
er bracket of the Bt. Mary Christ-
MUM Peesiena.n Basketball Touraa-
ment Last night.
Muria stand Lone Oa kreitehed
the semi-finals by a Inning Monday
Right in the upper bracket.
,Carlisie County took and early
lead, but Rexiland made a strong
cc/niblick ki the second period, and_
ek the laid that they never gave
St. Mary Wa5 given a geed bat-
tle in the first quarter by Baliar4
and the score was tied at 6 AL at
the sound of the hern But by the
end of the second stanza the Vik-
ings had pulled away to a 20 to I
Murray will meet Lone Oak in
the fit at game tonight. which will
start at 7 p m and Reiriland arid
St Mary will play in the second
game
Reidland  5 14 20-El
Carlisle County.  6 8 14 --24
Reidiand 137) - Burnett 12 aft-
this 9. Phelps 6, Hunt 6, Copeland
4.
Carlisle county (24) Tankers-
ley 1. Palivic 3. Summers 9, Sams 5.
OW 6
St. Mary 6 20 25-- 38
Ballard 6 9 11 - 15
he Mary 128) - Mann 7, JC4105
4, Shields 13, Roof 1, Langaton 10,
M.yrick 3.
Bullard 1131 - I/Mee 4, Policed
4, Garrett 3, Curtis 4.
NAVY JETS . . .
(Continued From Page One)
Hiss, a coastal city a/xmt 7/5 miles
saiiehnvem of Hanoi. Thew were
about 25 noles Of over the
Tonkin Gulf when sighted.
The spaeatnan said any air-
craft in the area which do not
identify themselves by code sign-
als are assumed to be eataleY.
There was at indication *ether
the tia0 mellsoMg papas might
have been North Vietnamese or
CCIUMUnka Cleineas.
It also wag nog known immed-
iately it the approaching pianos
could have been Jets. However,
the radar allowed them to be
"slow moving."
It was the second time in re-
cant months U.S. panes scnambl-
11 to meet sanrciaching planes In
the Gulf of Tonkaa In the pre-
acus case the plan ee were inter-
cepted and at least one was shOt
clown
In the ground war U.S. Mar-
:nes beat back two savage Com-
ritureet maoh.negun attacks in the
ceastal area below the Deneetar-
'Seed Zone border between North
and South Vietnam where the
North Vietnamese have been try-
:mg to bulk! up their forces for
a =dor delve southward.
While the new upeurge of bloody
Lighting was underway near the
ancient penal city of Hue seal
just south of the sprawling Marine
headquarters at Da Nang, U.B.
BM bombers lashed the DMZ
and Communist inflatration rout-
es through the jungles to the
south wtth hundreds Of tone Of
bombs
Wave after wave of the high
flying bonibera - each or sheen
carrying 30 tons at high exploww.
- struck in superset of Marines
teocka.hng the sax-mile-wide Me-
al- seep between the two Viet-
Cams
The Vet Cora °maimed to
strike back In their own way.
Meet. in Sagan -everted tor-
red. killed 33 persons, wounded
e2 -others and IsidnePed 104 al a
'series of nada lad week.
Report Comeausiet Tall
ft the ground action, at least
so CanarainiSt Wales were count-
ed and offidale said the toil woad
likely rise.
In a tatter fight in heavy
ground fag today Leatherneck'
▪ M least 64 attacking Com-
munists in • 90-mmute battle 12
mass north of Hue, UPI cor-
respondent Alvin R. Webb re-
parsed from Da Nang
South of Da Nang. ether Mar-
ine ateta repeseed a Commtuast
assault In four hours Of Lighting
bman Tuesday afternoon and con-
tamed Into the night, U.S 'pokes-
elm said here today
Large Al, Attack
Arred the ircreased ground set-
,ion came _re of the banes'. arrial,
CILI1 air resets against Nort a Viet-
nam laa moodas - a 1,21 miesain
strike Mat included • raid on •
Communtst rail yard about 56
miles from the Red Chinese bord-
er.
Spokesmen meld Air Force
Thunderctuata strafed the
Hut railhead - On the main Mn,
between Communist °Naas and
Hanoi - and who knocked out
three halm's! bridges east of
teen Ken Pho In the past two
months and aCCOMPeilly ppor
visibility had f'..,rced a cutback
tn the air strikes
I Navy p.lots strikino octal tar-get. diving the 1.21 mssions re-
prated 4h.A at least two Cam-
murest aulace-to-air SAM
UM at them mitred end
mita ant In the rotartie of a
"large" North Vietnamese fishing
fleet in the Gulf ta Tonkm
Marine Camelia. Light
The Viet Core( attack today oc-
curred shout 1.2 mks north of
Hue and about a mile off high-
way one. Vietnam's main teeth-
e:Ages route in rolling scrub brush
country.
Marine maualtses were describ-
ed as tight
spokesmen eat Meted at least
three companies and perhaps a
battalion of Conenunasta - 400 to
660 men -- launched the pre-dawn
mortar and small arms attack
The. wand newly rep. rhea Mar-
ine saLcs cans ln Queue Nam
provIncie about. 15 meta south of
Da Nang Toly's fight began
Wipe 62 mles nerth of Da Nang,





PUBLISHER . . .
((tontinued From Page One)
pretatiuns of the meaning of Sen.
Kennedy's "no obstacle" statement
in the telegram. Manchester con-
tends that it freed hen from the
terms of a prior aigreamenS; the
Kennedy's dene
Dispute Agreement
Mrs. Keueedy's complaint con-
tends that Manchester had sign-
ed it ineanoranckwe with Robert
Kennedy an 1964 egireetna that the
boult would not be published with-
out the a.pprovail of both the
Kennedya.
Manchester, hoestwer, in a state-
ment issued last Sunday. indicated
ti;Stt he Interact:0d the telegram
aa freeing turn tram the terms of
the agroement.
Kentle.dy's telegram follows:
-Staarld any inquiries arise re
the manussnpt of your bock I
would like to stet& :,:cte P.31lowurg
While I have not read William
alanchester's account of the death
Of Pres dent Kennedy, I know of
the Preadent's respect fcr Mr.
Manchester as an histerian ane
a reperiee. I understand that
ethee have plans to pub.lab inok,
regareing the even:s of Naynn- 1
ber 22, 1963. As tins is going to
be the subject matter of a book
and s nee Mr. Manchester In his
emea•ch hod actives to more in-
farraa. on and &m -
other- writer, numbers oftbe Ken-
nedy/ family w.li place
II the way at pun'..oation of h.-
wilt However, If Mr. Manchesi-
er's account .s pub'ohed in seg-
ments or excetpts. I would ex-
pect that incidents would not be
taken out of context or summeez-
ed in any way which might distort
the facts or of the events relat-




MOSCOW CPI - Soviet skirt
lengths are taking a Oaring leap
upwald but nravairarts will re-
ma n a rarity on the streets of
Mosoow.
A bold new look in Russian
fa.shans was shown to be restsict-
ed s,8ence of manufacturers and
newsmen Tuesday at the annual
shoat heal at Mescow House of
Fashions.
. inlit drosses the hemlines
were a good two inches above the
knee -- heeler than Ruseses tin-
the ionelly oceissevative designers
have ever taken them, but still
not h.ith nymph to qualify as
mirn-sairta by Western standards.
The shorter aks.: lengths were
tagraght Of ahJw, a pre-
view of WO dawns to be shown
in the Soviet pionlecn at Mont-
reale worlds fair. "Expo-67."
The new styles are not yet typi-
cal of -hos Abe pcop:e of Mos-
cow', Leningrad. Kiev and Ras
dress at wort and herne." as the
Soviet news agency Tan describ-
ed them today.
The sales are unlikely to Dhow
up on the home maetet far ser
months a- ..nge: De.segners are
It wculd take at leas: that mix!,
ix manufacturers to get
.ncni into production, iuxl they
'duetted that ab :cages of certear,




WAsHINGTON UPT Art experts
today were preparmie for the costly
restoration of four valuable his-
toric Whetters badly slashed by a
vandal reaming the U S. Capital
corridor'.
The apparently unmotivated de-
struction was reported Tuesday by
a acricman who attrasted the at-
tention of police to • scissors-wield-
ing man the veadrznan said was seen
stabbing at one of the (amuses.
Amery( the *imaged works was
the well-known 20-by-30 foot paint-
ing -Signing of the Corestittitim"
nannunsioned by Congress in :539
at a cost of 130,000 The artist a.,
Howard Chandler Christy_
The °there all smell painting&
were portnalts of famous Arnerier,ns
acquired more than a century ago.
One of Henry Clay by John Neag-
le had a triangular piece about 18
inches kong cut out of it, anot her
of Charles Carrell of Carrailton.
• . l3 Cheater Harding. was rip-
ped itlrma the face and che,t, and
the third, of thinning Bedford Jr
of Delaware by Charles
Peale, was cut across the chest.
Officials said they could be re-
stored. bet the cost was likely to
run to tens of thousands of dol-
lars
AU four were hanging In an area
near the entrance to the Home gal-
leries The Capitol, regalarly pa-
trolled by special rulierrnen. is d (-
teel throughout with seul?pure.
Palatine's and other works of art,
some of them prieriess _
The 'suspect, itlenUfied by police
RS Off irae Paduitian. 27. NOS arrest-








Wade Garland, at 624 Broad Street Extended, has found
two Labrador Retriever dogs. For further information
call 753-4977 or 753-3354.
• • •
'd Renee McDougal's Walker hound "Shorty
Baby" and 1.-oof that he's the best hunter of 'em all!
Henry Major and two of his many registered Plott hounds.
Mr. 'Coon in the foreground.
Ted Atkins and Terry Edwards with 1st place trophies.
They had 350 points. The bounds we didn't get are Ted's
Illuetick "Sam" and the Edwards' Bluetick "Mama MeV'.
Red Thompson and Rill hiiihundro and second place tro-
phies. These buys also got 350 points. The missing
hounds are Rill's "Rlackie" and Red's "Jack".
Third place winners with 150 Minas are Leon Andras,
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SWISS MISS - 1 14-1b.
•






BANANAS — — lb 10'.
Florida Juicy
ORANGES 5-11). bag 29C
Extra Nice ( 4 -Bushel __ 81.98)
APPLFis GoldeNnG ISLAND ,
Florida Marsh Seedless - 5-lb. bag
GRAPEFRUIT _39°
































PUPS-RITL POPCORN P"1"u" 14. Ballard
BISCUITSI -lb. bag




























Southern Pride - 23i pounds
FRUIT CAKE  98'
Ocean Spra.. - No. 300 cans
CRANBERRY SAUCE 2 cans 49'
Hunt's - Large 21 can
FRUIT COCKTAIL  3 cans 99'
Hunt's Whole - Large 21 can
SPICED PEACHES 29'
Angel Flake - 7-ot. tray
COCONUT  27'
Rama - 18-ot. glass
BLACKBERRY PRESERVES 39'
Barns - 18-ot. glass
BLACKBERRY JELLY 39'
Large Thin Shelled - 3-1b. hag
"NEW CROP" PECANS '1.39
Diamond California
WALNUTS _   45'
Old Fashionn
CHOCOLATE DROPS ------2 lbs. 49'





OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8 P.M. * We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
NABISCO RITZ
Pkg. ii
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Humble shepherds left their flocks in
the fields that holy night, and
sought the Babe whose birth angels had
proclaimed unto them. They beheld
him lying in a manger in the City of
David, wrapped in swaddling clothes.
tA
And from the East, foewing the
brilliant Star, Wise Men came
to adore, and to offer precious gifts
to the newborn King.
<7'4/
Today, nations and peoples share
in that first Christmas, in its boundless
hope and its promise of pace,
with joyous celebrations. May you and
your loved ones keep the spirit of
this holy season always in your hearts,
perpetuating its strength and comfort.










• iktlfrift VICE 11/SIOENT
Southern States Industrial C
GOVERNOR ROMNEY — NO
CONSERVATIVE
With Che upprmich of a new see-
Ace of (Dolores', the conservative-
thinking people of Amersca MIT
be looking esterly for indtviduais
to public life who can demonstrate
capecity for leadership. A real pos-
sibility exists that coneervattem will
be able to achieve a mayor break-
through in 191111. but kvidership n
&mental at the top les el
In some of his remarks on spend-
tog and econc natters, Om.
George Romney. Republican gover-
nor of lliciumm. his indicated a
ramect for business principles. Hut
Gov. Romney's fltnem lor higher
elective offioe hes been coiled lino
secant merely became cif the re-
name of a letter which he addren-
rd to Barry Ooldwater after the
1964 presidential election.
In that self-sereum /diet. writ-
ten to reply to Mr. Ooklwater's
question as to why Ciov Ftomoey
did not support him in 1964. Gov.
Romney revealed a shookkg bibs
against the Southern voters isho
dame to support the Arisonleo In
the last national election. Oov.
Romney accuaed Sen. Goldwater a
oimintsing his campaign in such •
way as to appeal to white. rural
flouthern voters.
TIM is a very untortunate and
thereesing acesissilon The infer-
ence a tot a presidential candi-
date should not favor the' elasi of
Americana. Ott are. the liberal pol-
iticians in both parties apparendy
are ail right. in Gov Romney's
boot. If they appeal to the minority
bloc vote in the ernes of America
Hut the cominme of las womb la
U ee he does not approve of tak-
ing note. of the pentad wants of
mop* who reside in a flournhing
pert of the country and whe. dowel
through the years. have been &di-
cated to conaituuonal government.
Li is very questionable. therefore,
whether Gov Romney °onkel be
ccoodered favonily by conaerval-
tves A Premodern oi the United
States shotdd regard MI the people
and ressons of America Mil equal
famr.Ha Mos mount the wtitta.
rural Southern voter ahouid be
offensive not °My to the people
of the South but to all Americans
who believe ust fair May and re-
spect for those who espouse states
Mats.
Gov Romney's leadership MOD is
suspect oo other grounds. Ills men-
menu on the war in Viet Non in
which Americans Ere resesitIng the
advance of monnonima. am un-
eatetactore to many cianonnathes.
He periods in saying dal be deson't
know mourn about the conflict to
arrree at a dear decialon remedine
it If this a the case. Oov. Romney
on effect duquatifies biome far
high national office.
How much time does he need in
mske up his mind about a war
sposmind by the commesibtae The
Viet Nam war Me been going for
years. The man in the street mil-
airily understands dle bane Ars-
tegic reality. namely tat the coin-
Milliebile are trying to nibble away
et Rooltssiat Asia
- MAIN ordinary IS-year-aid and
yeemper con comprehend the stake
the U. 8. hos to opposer* Red ten-
thee O. Sammy
ihredd be able to molerelond. By
tattlise to loke a Mond in support
at the war MUM. Om Rommel hat
detached Noma tram bo-psreion
conservestwes who acutely support
notary over communism in A.
The truth Is that Got Ramney's
rattle record h sidle ticking. Be
bee, to be ago =Aped at whet is
coiled 'the beetilmis." with-
autr evealing whit be would do
about the condns at civil dis-
obedience end stauchy that have
created the bonbon. The eitoes at
America have • grave problem of
bieneminem--ornued lawlessness
--with which to contend. Gov Rom-
ney's own state had more don a
Mote at I isit simmer The public
certainty will want to be where
he stands on civil disobedience. not
Amply in tenni al general state-
ments but of specific action to re-
store law and order and to end
radical agitation In American com-
munities.
The threat of anarchy a far from
aided simply became her long.
hot =immix is over. The University
of Oalifornia at Herkeiey. for in-
▪ . again Ma been at the news,
▪ non-Audents triggering a au-
dent strike against lawful =Over-
did and:tonnes 1`he ansailt order
an the campuses of America is a
moilinubig campaign, and those
who proems a desire to lead the
movement spinet the Great So-
ciety political machtne must" well
out their determinauon to crack
down at the anandusis oho he-
/km they can disrupt this mition.
dor. Barnsley Is being boosted es
a isedm by the Luce memsones
and oilier beinials. BM the country
hes yet to hoe bin takow an am-
lee stand—esmept against Rarity




MOM SEALS NM TI ami
øs IIEVIIITOST DISUSES
may we join with
Santa in wishing you
good cheer!
Its been a joy to serve you
and we sincerely
thank you for the opportunity.
Stokes Tractor & Implement CO.
Edwin Stokes - Bud T sottell - Will Ed Stokes -
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HE M"•0 WV II
il ,*id MI
.U.N.d Fade,, ft, Al
uctA IllEAMDED ONES AT IISitiMMIN--This was the wild melee
in the Student Union Building at UCLA. Berkeley. as the
bearded longhairs staged a demonstratlan against presence
of three recruiters—two Navy and coe Marine Of nine
persona arrested, only taros wars atudenta.
Bucy-Parker Lumber
Company
623 So. 4th Street
Now Offering End Of
Year Pre-Inventory
Sale
December 20th - 31st
Lowest prices we have ever offered on stock
items. Our regular 10% discount with an-
ther 10% discount for cash and carry sales.
Storm windows excluded.
Below are a few Items you will find lit stock























* PLYWOOD - MOST
ANY TYPE
* PLYWOOD PANELING,
Several to Choose From
* I. M. INSULATION. Full
Thkk and Economy
* J. M. CEILING TILE
Plain and Perforated
* ASPHALT RAG FELTS
* ASPHALT SHINGLES




























WEDNEBDAY — DECHHISER 21, 1966







































I.G.A. or OCEAN SPRAY




























































































































































WEDNESDAY — DECEMBER 21, 1968
The Ledger & Tunes,
Morons
TES LIDOIS If TIMIS . t7RIAY. ZINTOCZT
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
Arts & Crafts Club
Meets At Ford Home
Mrs. C. B. Ford entertained the
members of the Arts and Crate
Club at her home on Sycamore
gt4t,vesi two-tharty ooiock in the
on Wednesday. December
af tornoon.
T1he president, Mrs. Howard Gu-
thrie. presided and read a lovely
Chrtstrziaa W47.
Otto whdch had been placed
under the beautifully decorated
Christmas tree OD the dining room
tank were methanged by the
(croup. The house wee beaunfully
decorated throughout In t h e
5hristmas motif.
Retreatiments of cake and cof-
fee were served by Mrs. Ford to
the twenty nambers present.
• • •
Mrs. R. L. Cooper
& Mrs. Ottb-Erwin
The Cardella Erwin Circle of
the Woman's Society of Cheat-
to Service af the South Pleasent
Grove Methodist Church met
Wednesday. Daoember 14, at seven
o'clock in the veterans at the
church for its Christmas program
with twenty-eight romnbers and
five vtors present.
Group singing of "Silent Night"
led by Mrs. R. L. Cooper with
Mrs. Otto Erwin es the crganet
opened the meeting. The leader,
era R L. Cower, gave the call
to worship slid responsive readier
on Chrletrnas with special musk
by Jan Christie and Sarah Clap-
cr. accompanied by Mrs. Erwin.
A sidt entitled "Tor Mfg Little
lime was given with Mrs. Ellis
Pemba as M•ry, Mrs Rammed
atom as Sonar and Mrs. Tommie
Jackson as Mary Magdalene. Jan
Christie and Sarah Cooper sang
Weak Child Is Them" and Mrs.
lilloodivene Cook sang ''0 Holy
tight- at intervals.
The general president. Mrs. Mi-
ele lefograrrish, prodded at the
business se:Men. Reports were
given by the secretaries.
Mrs' Biondlivene Cook from the
Bilmbership Ciro* ennounced
they bed a project of helping a
needy tamely and &eked the Car-
lkalt Erwin Ceche to heap them.
Pima plans were made for the
• n-treat of the ministers
at the Pares It to be heki at
Iii. thumb Deoember 20.
Christrmis arta were exchanged
aid prayer friends revealed Re-
freshments of coffee and dough-
nuts ben, served by W. nasal
Jadmon. Mrs Katherine Rick-





The arra Dunn and Carolyn
Cliedies at the Woman's Society of
Qtalatian Same* at the Kesel
Melhadist Churnh he•ki Its re-
llireanctuary at the church.
meeting Tuesday evening he
Ce 
Mrs. H. A. Newport, president.
mead the meeting by reviewing
the required arreirepallehments the
moiety teed acquired far the first
part. of the torlety year Reports
front the standing clement ttees
were heard.
The program leader was Mrs.
J W Jones and the eat to wor-
e A &It entaled "Tot Thiswas by Mns. Claude Ander-
Leis Time" was presented with
Met Olga Freeman as Mary, Mies
Ann Herron as Sarah. and Mrs.
J. R. Taylor as Miry Magdalene.
The progrern was presented be-
fore a worship center coraisttrer
of S. long narrow table covered
with a red cloth. On the left was
an eight branched candelabra end
the right a lame ph-ture. A
Ihe basket flnrd with enl-
aced fruits and vegetables com-
pleted. the cerster.
Recordings of music and Chriet-
mas micas were a feature of the
program which was closed with
prayer .by Mrs. Cyrei Wileon.
During the social hour refreseh-
melee were served by the hostess-













Miss Kathy Kyle Exchanges Wedding Vows
With Larry Gene Wade In Ceretnony At
The First Methodist Church In Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gene Wade
'fluesneasery of the First Me- empire bodice. She carried a mil
thodiet Otaiech was the scene at
the wedding. at Mae Kathy Krle.
daughter of Mrs. Kathryn Kyle of
Murray and the late Verne 0.
Kele, to tarry Gene Wade. oon
of Mr. an* lem. Willis E. Wade
of Route Four, Parts. Tema
Rev. Lewd W. Ramer, %Mister
of the church performed t1,. im-
pressive double reog ceremony on
Saturday, December 3. at twe
oticck in the afte.rnoon
Ballasts of white ehrs menthe-
mums accented with greenerY
wars used on both skies of the
eller of the church Cer.dles in
gold candedabnie flanked the ar-
basket of pink flower petals and
were on her head a small circle of
Wren. Master Henry were •
white and navy mit wits high
white rocks arid carried a mail
satin pelow pm" and
anima gold rings
Kelly Woods served as best man
for the groom ISehting the can-
dies were Steve Seerton end Dan-
ny Mx at Murray. The ethers
were Jame. Inlow, 5i/tch Rey-
nolds, and Jerry Hall MI of Pm-
ts. Tenn.
Pot her daughter's wedding. Mrs.
Kyle was sttied in a mint given
knit suit with a crocheted mint
green Jacket. Her hesdpesee wasmovements for the lovely wedd- a anall veil caught with tioy
big arena mint green feathers Her awes-
A pogrom of nuptial music was mines were all mint green and
presented by We. Richard Par- she were a corsage of white fuJil
• mipinkt, and Mrs WiRlem twin&
0•11thedl: sobelet. Selections by I
We Oalkilmil were "Because" and
At Desninr.
The bride. riven in marriage by
her brother-nalser, WITharn Henry
at Satellite Basch, Florida. wore
• formal gown of itidte Peen de
mole with • Chantilly lace coat
which featured a heel neck and
buttoned to the waist with emsil
covered buttons. The long Ideev"
ended In points at the wrist and
coat Was @ACM. In tiny white
bee and salt pearls. The back of
In. dna featured it large satin
bow from which tel a train of
hoe and satin. The bride's veil
wee a chalkier kmgth three tier-
ed bouffant state elk luakvi
ceolehl to • double crown of pearls
and small crystal teordrops. •
She carried a bouquet of white
roses in greenery with velvet
Arearners tied In love knots. Her
only Jewellery was a diamond pen-
dant, a family keepsake.
Attendants
Mrs. Kelly Woods served as
matron of honor and Miss Cateiry
Beach a.aikomro, va., was maid
of honoritelthensids were Mrs.
Wi liam elateaRe Beach,
Fla , sinter of the bride. Miss Vlr-
Ranh Wade at is, Thin . Meter
of the aTOOM. Miss Beverly 13rooks,
and Igiss Diane Vaughn
They each were identical pencil-
sPirn gowns of ple* crepe featur-
ing an wre what and a sleeve-
less bodice of beauty brocade with
a deeply scooped neckline. A soft-
ly Bowers oat of beauty bro-
cede with elbow terve. Wall elm
wore by each attendant. Their
!headpieces were chancel bows of
beauty brocade with a mingle bouf-
fant veil Flaeh girl carried a
Dingle American Beauty long stem
row.
Maw Fairalseth Lynn Henry and
Muter Kyle James Henry of Sat-
ellite Beach. Pli, niece and nep-
hew trepecthaly of the bride,
served as flower girl nind ring
bearer. law flYgnr'N' IVAA attired in
ea &or length pink bonded lace
dress which featured a skevelees
•
•
UM "Aida mother of the
groom. was attired in a sheath
navy wool Jersey dress with white
collar and cuffs. Her hesdPiece
was aho a veil cauelit by a dark
pal box hat. Her accessories were
In black and the also wore a
corsage of white tuRi mums.
The grendreatlher of the hide,
Mrs. Lola Kyle, and the two
grandmothers at the groom, Mrs.
P. (I. Chappell and We. H'ubert
Wade, were pc-panted corsages of
white carnet:lea.
Hubert, Wade of Gleason, Tenn.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Willis E. Wade, were hosts
at e. dinner preceding the rehears-
al co Friday evening, December
2, at the Southside Restaurant.
Covers wore laid for the wedd-





The Junior and Senior 4-H Clubs
held It., Chriatina.s progra.m on
Tuesday. December 13, with Pat-
ricia Roberts reading the devot-,
ion from the second chapter cf
Luke.
Joyce Nance led the 4-H pledge
and Martha Outiand led the
p1e-4ge to the American flag. Pau-
lette ROSS, Janet Budzko, and
David Rudolph led the group In
tr_ngtog Christmas csrals.
A Walt Dtmey film, "The Hound
That Thought He Was A Raoaon",
was shown. Regina Lovett, jultiOr
club president, presided.
Retrealsasents of popcorn and
Pepsi-Cc:a were served during the
Intermon. Mrs. Robert Rose
and Mrs. I. E. Crawford, leaders,
were in charge and were tumbled
by Mrs. Jackie Byerty, Mrs. Tho-
mas Lovett., Mrs, Lillian Hughea,
and Mrs. Deerwood Lovett.
Fifty-four mombers were pre-
sent A tatial of $8.57 was col-
lected for gifts to be given to





The Parn Grove Baptist Church
Woman's MLweonary Ekyciety will
have its circle meennet at the
church at sawn pin. Mrs. John
Stamps will be progra:n leader.
• • •
Personals
A daughter, Beth Arm. weighing
seven pounds 3t5 ounce-% was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Adams,
1112 College Court, at 7.30 pm,
on Friday. Decembe: 16. at the
Murray-Calk:la ay County Hoopital
Oreux1parente are Mr. and Mn.
L. J. Durbin and Mr. and Mrs.
C. H. Adams, all of Decatur, IR.
• • •
Mere Gail is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs Alton Swift,
&my Avenue, for their daughter,
welshing five pounds 15 ounces,
loth IS :20 a..h. On Friday, °m-
ember le, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital They have an-
other daughter, Tina Michele, and
a son, Nick Allen. Mr. and Mrs.
Hadley flostft of' Kirksey and Mr.
and Mrs. Parvin Adams of
ray 
Mur-
axe the grandparents. Mrs.
Lynn Key of Murray Is • great
gran•imother.
• • •
Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Ed
Adams arid children of Johnson
City. IR., ar.11 be the pre-holiday




Immediately following the cere-
mony the reception was held in
the social hall at the church.
The bea.utifully appointed bride's
table was overlaid vitt} a white
eaten cloth and he ma centered
with an arrannement it pink and
white carnations with beautiful
gold cherub; on each site holding
belated white candies. The white
three-tiered wedding cake was
topped with a bride and groom
doll desire Punch, mints, and
nuts were aloe served,
Mrs. Ladd Stokes kept the runt
register. Others assieting at the
reception were Mira Nancy Wade
and Mies Sher! Wade. Asters of
the gram, Mies Linda Dibble.
Maw Ann Kay Sa.nriervi. Mew Al
Kipp. Mrs. Arlo Sprunger. and
Mrs Frank Widnecott.
Following the reception the
group left on an unannounced
wedding trip with the bride Wear-
MS a threw. piece omit of hurter
green wool and suede Her acres-
codes were black patent leather
and at her shoukler els pinned a
carriage of white hula mums.
Mr. and Mrs Wade are now
at. home at 1300 Payne Street,
Murray.
Out of town retests other than
those in the wedding party were
Mrs. John Zgehe Mrs. Hysen Sel-
man, Johnny zapla. and Jim
Adams, all of Mansfield, Ohio,
Rota t Wyman of Arcadia. Cali-
fornia, Mrs. F. O. Chappell of







the sacred manger brings











DEAR ABBY: My daughter,
Nancy, became engaged recently
se she arid I have been shopping
for her a edding gown and veil.
Well, you know how these young
girls look nowadays with their little
boy Eaissuen hair-ctits and that
pale-faced makeup with white Un-
stick! When Nancy tried on those
white bridal gowns and veils I didn't
know al:ethic to laugh ar cry!
Should we try to get ber to wear
a lag for the wedding? A wedding
veil looks ride-it:eels over a Little boy
hair-cut. And while you're at it,
Abby, Melee my aornethang to the
young girls about how ugly thcy
Ink in the name of fashion.
NANCY'S mamma
DEAR MOTHER: Nancy must
have been doing SOMETHING
right or she wouldn't be shopping
for a bridal outfit. But fur what
It'. worth. I agree. Girls look. much
prettier with hair and make-up
that suggests a living, breathing
person is underneath it all. Forge
the *4 Hair today and gone to-
knorrow.
DEArt ABBY: I am the mother
of a 7-year-old boy, and my bus-
and I want like to adopt a little
girl, but ooe day while I was Shop-
ping I took something foam a store
and was arrested. My husband
knows nothing it this, and I Just
don't have the heart to tell him.
We are hard-woreccet people and
would have no troUile gettirs a
child, but I am afraid to put in an
application. Would they check for
a record? Please put your answer
in the paper.
DESPERATE
DEAR DESPERATE: Some do
and some don't. And some that do,
will not hold it sgalnst you. In-
quire of Use adoption agency or
institution in which you are In-
terested. U you don't with to 'dent-
Van Buren
lay yourself, ask a lawyer to make
the inquiry 64. you,
• • •
DEAR ABBY: I am a 15-year-
old girl with a story to tell
Last night about 9 p. m I was
walking horne alorn, •rorn the pub-
lic liteary. II live :0 biodra from
there.) The Wind was blowing hard,
and it was very cold. Besides, I
had a load of books under my arm
A car pulled tip alongside the
curb, and a nice looking man open-
ed the door and asked, "Want a
ride?" He looked 0 K and was
shout my father's age, and my feet
were about to drop off with freez-
ing so I said yes, and hopped in.
He asked roe where I was going
and I toll him tun he drove me
there, but before he let me out he
mid, "Young lady, I wort you to
promise me that you will NEVER
again accept. a ride with a stranger,
no matter how 'nice' he appears to
lucky for you, but you took an aw-
ful chance
"You can't tell ANYTHING about
a man by the way he looks. I had
a 14-year-old nieoe who accepted
a ride with a strange ran, and
emir days later they found her beat-
en lifeless body in a ssownp two
miles from 1.t.l bane."
I promised that man I would
never let moo a oar with a stranger
again. And I never will.
LEATLNEU A LESSON
CONFIDENTIAL To u. C.: A
dosed mouth gathers as test.
• • •
Troubled, Write to Abby, Box
69700, lee Angeles. Cal., 90003D. For
a persona; reply, inc:Jse a stamped.
self -ad:Yawed envelope.
• • •
For Abby's booklet, "Um Is Have
a Lovely liedduig.- send el to Abby,
Rex 697011, Los Angeles, Cal, Mel.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Shenawell oi
Hickory, and Mr. and Mrs. W. E
Mr. and Mrs. William Royal Westerfield of Eugene, Orcgon.
Westerfield are the parents of t • • •
son, Vialliarn Chad, weighing nine
pounds two ounces born at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pritchett of
Murray Ratite Two announce the
at 5:39 Pan' on Saturday' Deeem- bath of a daughter Yvonna Jean,ber 17. The Westerfickle -home Is
v.eighing eight paundr nine ounc-
es, born at 6:59 pm. on Friday,
December ,16, at the Murray-Cal-
loway County Hospital. Mr. and
Mrs. Loyd Pritchett of Dexter and
Mr. and Mrs, E. B. Crouse of
Murray Route Iwo are the grand-
in Madisonville but, he is new
stationed at r'ort Knox and she
is with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. Wayne Doran of Murray. Mr.
and Mrs. George Thetas of Owens-
boro are the paternal grandpar-
ents. Ores:, grandparents are Mr





312 N. 4th Street Phone 753-5865
istki  MN WM WIN WV 11
Our Prices Don't Go Up . . •
They Come Down!
• SPECIALS ON 19- AND 23-INCH
• CURTIS-MATHES TELEVISIONS
Open from now until Christmas 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Personals
The story of Christmas un-
folds again, bringing glad-
ness and sweet peace to many
hearts. Our wish is that you






The fond memories of an old-fashioned Christmas stir
misty recollections of snow-covered hillsides,
the freshly cut family tree, kitchens rich with the aroma of
holiday delicacies, the cold, clear air ringing with friendly
greetings. Today, we echo those same warm
Sentiments as we wish you all a very Happy Holiday!
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Co-Op
Phone 753-4351 Mayfield, Kentucky
-4111001m fr"er
— .











Hospital Part Of Medicare
Pays All "Covered" Services
,yeatorls Note: 'Hiss * the third
in a adds fear articles eldida-
alioded sere beneath under
Median*. prepared by die Peen-
mei Maki anal Secatety Office.
heee We Zed eapaiihon. Well-
care eilditees should dip end save
• article.1
By: Clarke M. Whitaker
District Maaager
The hogessi insursnor part 
at
Medicare will phy talited the Oath
kw all "covered" services 
received




- This pia ccners the reasoru
dik
ante for board and in-peilient --
• In a entil-prenate ia to 4 bah)
roan a an extended aore
A vitiate roan is covered only when
it is urecheally necareary: and
- Horning services provided by
or under the supervon a a re-
gistered prafeesiceal use, Oast at
pries:e duty nuram). and
- magintional or speech
therapy ruminated by the facia,'
tor by others under errangemnats
inalle by the thntay); and
- Medial inabil service: sad
- Drugs, blaloickees. supplies, Sal
eigungiona reamiated for the ia the
haat; and
- The services of Wins and lei-
kitambiegadeggsg et a touching
hantatell IMIlh has a letiontar Wee-
mat with the tecillig; and
- or therapeutic --
veer pritellia by e 110allial With
wrath the than, as an MEW
merit for the L..of patients
and exchange et eland recardE
and
- Other swans nentheny to the
health eat are at phlierite that
are eakamillly provided by extend-
ed me facilltlis
NOT COVERED
Peermeat may nat be meth hir
any item or service that wean sot
be paid for as en Umatient haratin
service (television. radio teleghtMe.
or other pernota cuarikeence heat
for example I The flma three pints
at Wind provided • patient are alma
nat emend.
In additiofl. payments cannot be





Santa may be going modern, but
our Christmas wishes for
you are Will ad-fashioned:
good cheer, full table,
and wt rm hearth with smiling fa
ces.
To you and yews we sincerely




$275,000 was up tor grabs —fatally in
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tog to get ft "
1'e asy ragtag teem that
ha pa-am that winged you.
ane the ere, they re unlimber-
mg the, rirsentia Me there that
rruight make It rialfway.
Ttt • 'wing opthritsUc -
squeezed oft three round•
at $it. wmnow sad dropped been
talinto the ones 'Well Oath
is., Op WV epoiero the from.
The swot engin to am some
petit area*
man Moved over. Ins didall-
ner terrains Brandeis "Welt
we wanted to WWI UM thing op
Imes, We were armee tame we
lila Oar to pseree
'What the noire the differ-
ence? They daft lit them keep
ear. as Math Row.-
• • •
T1411 gunfire waa an at the
I treat di the lama Harry
Noble peered area' the edge at
te• weir, *souk maw mina-
leg to me pollee °Moen Wy-
to the rear to WIT-
MUM the phew But be saw
netthtne end the firing west a
eporadiria i I y
'Old you can them r Allee
meg •Tbe ponce,"
He shoo* IAN head He told
her what had happened. about
Karen • ca-fl. and bow tie went
to Use tem eaten and get the
Whey 1 ban the feta,
win being watched I suppose
I eras. The fact Is. I wierhint
then the [lout Whit & Co Crime Club DOW el 0 :
me ke
Grattibuted by Sins rower.* tiiiintrate




'Rem . . thle—Un• whole
tuns has been a nightmare leAt
Snyder, and that man ewe now
and sow • She ghtneed
ward the door Now that poor
wolfing, tto there PVT, et'•
done something ter me It.
Made me realize that I'm
INT, to lote with you "
The tears were time agate
Opining over She gave nun •
weak smile "Tve mid It. Now
lower me end it the danuseo
window "
Ha amebae her dun gad tip-
ped her fads up "Well Me tam
unoer anturishen Otiolfvelle fig
OM. Re gee* her s valet gas
as the tip it ner noes "You
read 111 boOk• how the ell al-
wari looks wonderful when
Is.'. hi the reggae pant and
her Wars =brushed and her
makeup le all areakert"
'Tee twain T•
mean you look like 1011.,-
Re spas her areead and gave
her a wawa em the bottom.
'Thanes die sam trying
to laugh but • sob caught In tier
throat You lerle"
Ti., Illelaatioa area piste
Oelemigh The ewe rieseelltire•
wore pinned dot, a. ton fa/
Sway to get through the
11014:11, rain of halied front
the bowie to get to their we.
Cif and risdlo trknerrifttair."





by GEORGE M. LANDIS
taken very sick, alley and Martha
I
'sent IA urgent message to the Lord
Jesus, saying, "Lied. behold. he
wham Thou Iowa is sick." Inataid
of coming at uooe, the Lord tarried
two der. acid fix • purpcee. Ma-
thew BlArtha. nor Mary hastEed
the Lord for Ms delay. but ea*
uttered • word of deempoinemeue.
• Lord, if Thou hada been her My
brother had not died."
In the wine of deed% raglan(
her min heiplonnem. M517 knee
J LS I: S FELT—EPLt E
OP 000dsourr
Text: 'Then idled allary weeoorne
where Jesus was, mid rem Han, We
fedi down at His feat, soya* unto
Hins. Dad, If -thou hoist been
here, my brother had not died"
(John 1112.
When their brother lasaruo was
generally provided In extended care
eacaties—the me at en operating ,
roan weak) not be pold for a.s °P-
aling roam ere rat genemily pro-
vided by extended aire facatiea
Pihrelicaualt services for waits and
treatment in on extended aire re-
ahity se not °pelmed alder this
plan. (*They are covered lot eligi-
bles who enrolled for Medical In-
1110W MENEFTrs ARE PAID
Like logaitient liceptted benehte
extended care henries are not paid
In the Medicare eligible The claim
for payniarts is subrrated bv the
extended awe fealty and payments
are mode by an orgenisinan chosen
by the government
If you receive extended axe bene-
fits show your Health Inetwance
card when you are acknitted to
the facility. You will Akio be asiced
to sign the speclal Medicare churns
farm that the facittity tee to get
peyments for the servees provided
In you.
NEXT: Questions and snorers.
Clearance
Sale
All Neu. and Used









Used Pu r chute
GREEN ACRES
Mobile Homes




where to go. Dou you? The oda
drove her to the feet of the Quiet
of libdurrootgun, and she soon learn-
ed that there is no calla where
Christ is. for He is the 1=irrec-
tion and the Life. That de,y she
saw the glory of Clod. ad the San
of Ood aged with • loud voice:
"Lenora% come forth. And he that
was dead came tbrth." Now radiant
Joy flooded the heart time bad been
filled with deep earzaw.
We do you go when death In-
OVERNIGHT SERVICE
MEMPHIS and ST. LOUIS
To and Front
Murray, Benton and Hamel
PASCHAL[ TRUCK LINES, INC.
Murray  753-1717
• -Memphis  5115-1415





Will Offer to Sell
'2.00 en.
6 ft. to 10 ft. tall
FLOCKED TREES
- On Sae -
'1.00 ft.
Place Your Order or Select
One On Display
Glindel Reaves
L,nn Grove Road Phone 753 - 5111
WEDNBODAY — DECHMBE
lades the chide at your loved ones'
or wheal you shod at the sepulchre
of: broken hearth, tasted hopes,
blighted piens a banished ltheoces?
Where do you go to find comfort?
Do you seek the demoneacel mune
of sone Minh of Endor? Do You
Ill praitnate at the feet of Doubt
and Despair and lase deeper dark-
ness nettle UPon you? Do You him
to the Rockies of Sinful Pleasures







OUR WAITER  
1.01' P.:P. 'IOU! THEN PLEASE
TELL ME WHO IS THE PATIENT r
I CAN'T CALL IN A MAN AS








season of holly ma
mistletoe, it is our
trial  pleasure to wish you
a Merry driaMatm and to expos MP
thiudu hr your fouressge 'Unmasks's the pea
and try to deaden your sorrow
the opiates which she gime
that you might follow the e
at Mary and go at once to
blessed feet of the Land Jes*
you have not already done so,
Him as your Illador, confese
as rot" severla Lad; and
to Hun for the comfort which
sane can eve You will never
gret being at lide feed.
Ross Standard Service
— "Popeye" Ross —
Oliver Barnett - Edd Elkins - Cortery Byers •
Rickie Clark - Tenithy Hoke
••-
Ilf•iwiVAintaesca-
I P.1.571 I MIS AS SbYE
AS I 34/1/1/010/ BUT I f.1 GET &in
10 PR. BARI/A- if I 11.4PE Ft szac
HER OYbt POE te.,4/) ,4,49
YOU AGAIN"




/ THAR'S ANOTHER 
SHOn
































NEW. YORK Ititt .— If violence
makes you shudder, don't read the
original Grimm brothers' version of
•




The oanturaporeay mmlei of Me
(1,,„ aft contain the original
grueacitne touches
Bariple: The wteted .epasother
persuades one neonates to aid ate
her toes and the other to unputale
a part of her heel at slipper fit-
tlise tine.
Prince Chemin, realms that
neither of these girls is the tight
one when he disouvers his hands
covered with blood.
.11111 Eller, director of the Prince
Street Players, a talented repertory
theatre &specializing in museral fairy
MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
516 W. Main Street Phone 753-2431
tales for snail fry eltied tiu.t ex- ;
sada& to *appose his view Qat
some violence on television and in
movies is tame *cowered to grim
and gory bedtime Mies from groat-
grandma's day.
EAer, en es-pertormeir, has delv-
ed deeply into childhood folklore
glance founding lobe troupe selected
to siege two teievision versals in
the near future. The first, "Jack
and the Beanstadk," will be aired
December. The sexind, "Pula-
chin," will be teletsist in February.
lie npted that "Jack and th•
in the folk-
lore of widely daparate 0114111178.
'The explaistaan for As popularity:
OW:AS abound us Wry tales. A
coed lives 4n a fared full 01
"gaints"—peopie whose authors/
the child mutt obey.
The uefeat of a giant by a susail
person Lb a kusiof symbudc victory
tor the youngseer over the world
Ground hLua.
Eller said "Jack and the Bean-
stalk," the television vereicei, typi-
fies the way in which the Prince
Street Mayers have re-weirk.ed some
of the tales to reeenee horror seta
himsy— did triereby substitute
sweet dreams for nightmares.
"In our version," he saki. "the
Prat is an amiable loaf Whose pro-
• is that beice.use he so big,
people don't get, close enough to
him to understand what a gentle
WY he is."
1 'Ibis may be Wang liberties MI6a classic Leary tale out &ler be-
lieves there is no excuse for ter-
aryls's okuldren in the guise of en-
tertaining tram.
READ THE LEINER'S ELASSIFUS
r NASA NA Met:ktel MAIN
POINSETTIAS
1BEAUTIFUL PLANTSThousands Blooming in Our
Greenhouses
1 Bloom  $2.00
2 Blooms  $3.541
3 Blooms$6.44
4 Blooms  $6.50
5 Blooms $8.00
tag
NOW YOU KNOW 
t SHIRLEY FLORIST NI
by United Preis, leternaUunal .; ...r.
115117.5.1 CI tsLab:ashed the first Xi 500 North 4th Street Lat











JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS!
RCA VICTOR C LOR
TELEVISION
Many Models - Many Styles - All Priced Right










































• ketit Vida.25000-wilt dads
• New Vista VHF, Sobel SUS UHF tsar,
• RCA Automats Cols Piedra
EASY
TERMS
4110 THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTRONICS_
wn-meuisert-rmerser ,-orrrort—r,






RCA VICTOR .Mw Ws td
COLOR TV
• Powerful 25,000-volt Color chassis
• Rectangular RCA HiliTE Color Tube
• Super-powerful New Vista VHF, Solid State UHF
tuners
• Automatic Color Purifier "cancels" magnetism
•One•set VHF fine tuning, stay-set volume control
• Dependable RCA solid copper circuatS
STYLING DELIGHT!
RCA VICTOR i'Vw Ws td
COLOR TV
• Powerful 25,000-volt Color chassis
• Rectangular RCA HI-LITE Color Tube
• Super-powerful New Vista VHF, Solid State UHF
tuners
• Automatic Color Purifier "cancels" magnetism
• One-set VHF fine tuning, stay-set volume control
C)D ̀17
America's First Choice ot
The 1115440051514
2.5r.• 65572
525• lib*. (....11 dim.)
211111
AUTHENTIC EARLY AMERICAN CABINETRY
LUXURY LOWBOY!
RCA VICTOR New Visa
COLOR TV
Powerful 25,000-volt Mark I Deluxe Color
chassis
• Automatic Frequency Control electronically
locks stations in tune
• Automatic Chrome Control keeps color intensity
the way you want it
• Touch-bar power tuning for VHF and UHF
channels




25' tut. Inv.•  11 r7.1L)
20S p.•
RCA VICTOR N Visa
COLOR TV
• Powerful 25,000-volt Color chassis
• Rectangular RCA H arrE Color Tube
.Super-powerful New Vista VHF, Solid State UHF
tuners
• New RCA solid integrated circuit performs
key FM sound functions
• Automatic Color Purifier "cancels" magnetism
• One-set VHF fine tuning, stay-set volume control
RCA VICTOR 25" COLOR TV
•Glere•proof rectangular RCA Hi-Lite
Color Tube
e New Vista 45,000-volt chassis
• RCA solid integrated circuit
• RCA Automatic Color Purifier
I BIG
TRADE-IN
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3113W YORK Eft - Now it's the
Plier•Ildled and pig tailed hair
nag* fee the switched on set.
there soy you turn on the full-
kat acme heir pieces ot all varlet-
ars NOW to neteire's own. No
Mena Owe Ow awe& dam more
Mesa Ohm la Ow demesne' d the
seseer-eisoseriw nemitheteren.
Medd, see keep Ode heir that
an aonetime bete bá biewo th
bait owed the mop-teeped
mealement dash oafs with pony-
tails peke leak and lseld either
wile blig reboot bows or wide bar-
nem Or. they add • ••fall which
la alrakot a full wig falling .straight
to the shredders and below with
the ends l'Imped out in a half curt.
Hairdressers line Marks of the
RTZ.lls&.clKassr. and. Hugh Har-
rison who moved in to arrange the
modets' coifs during the aprtrar fash-
ion openings tair aft nation's store
buyers aim toed k/Nlg fat breads.
Immo maid beget Anteriaced web
flows or lamest Maim
If Idelit dle Mown and models
IPIET refleeta whit saw women wit
veer for spring. mach tor mute-
elation of the low heeled shoes. pat-
ented and paie how. and naked
knees Newest look on the =deo
are the little girl type Mirk patent
pumps with b groagrain bows at
U he front: On the bikcers, the low
heeled etrupped numbens with lots
of cutouts.
Three weeks in and out d show-
rooms as the buyers began ordering
aprmg clothes showed that the bow-
ers mostly go for the pale, but co/l-
eft-la/slat nylons. But everywhere
time in the garment cer.ter, the mo-
dels when off-duty and the young-
er employes in factorles and show-
rooms are display:ng white or
creamy textured st.ockings, with the
diamond pattern the favorite.
litml or augh-high skirts are
seen rarely, but the skirts two and
three inches above the knees are
everywhere The short skirts create
an interer.mg showroom picture
ellen buyers sit down, pulang down
skirts as they squeeze onto those
standard. rrsrrow foklmg chairs.
Roan so naken knees are the rule.
Always part of the showroom
thaw are the buyers' big and bulg-
ing/ pumas, wtorli must make nun
for order books. the kods cif brace-
lets on every arm; and the stand-







III A -140#.0411dAr -Ow Ronald Lundgren uses laser bearns
to produce • "Imillognisis." • true three-dir..en•ional image. at
Bugtsea AMMON lehoest -xy to Ma;ibu Calif By playing
the laser bag. bed through the plate one can see the fig-
urtses terewelmennonai form from any angle. as d look-
ing throtaga • willikair Scientists say holographic techniques
may sense day Se owed for target recognition from air to
crowed, and net meatuai Iv there may be holngrephie moves
and teievaioa -This intik( is tin/Aviv-a phy technique to one
of CM latent uses of the laser light.
,A..nd the day will ever
be known as a day of
peace among all men.
On this blessed holiday we wish to share
with all our friends the peace and happiness
tie feel ... Merry Christmas to you and yours:
-Murray Insurance Agency
Bob Billington - Guy Billington - Owen Billington -
Harold Beaman - Anna Ruth Harris - Ann Thompson-






WEDNESDAY - DECEMBER21, 1964
We will be closed Sunday and Mo nday, December 25th and 26th so
that all employees may spend Christmas with their families.
We at Liberty woul dlike to take this opportunity to wish each and
everyone A VERY MERRY CH RISTMAS!
We Reserve the Right to
Limit Quantities
We Will Close at 9:00
p.m. Christmas Eve
These Prices Good Through
Saturday, Dec. 24th
„Alleays. &Tim rest /en Less
ALL REG. SIZE SOFT (with coupon) 6-Bottle Carton
DRINKS 2.for 39c
Mite Liberty Brown & Serve 2 PKGSI Betty Crocker - White, Yellow, Cho(',
CAKE MIX 3 pkgs. sl
A▪ dams - 46-oz. can




38-07. Bottle Hunt's Whole - No. 21 can
SPICED PEACHES 29'
Wesson Oil 69c Kraft Whipped - 91-oz. canTOPPING 49'
ALL BRANDS 8-Oz. Can
BISCUITS 3 for 2.9c 
- Carnation - Miss Liberty
3 tall cans 49cl 2 lbs. 35c 
MILK OLEO
SEA ISLE - SLI('ED - No. 1 Can
Pineapple 2 for 25c
FOLGER'S INSTANT - 10-oz. jar
COFFEE $ I
Remarkable - No. 2i cans
PEARS 3 cans $11
1.29 Adams - 46-oz. canORANGE JUICE  29*
FOLGER'S
COFFEE lb. can 69c
11I \ I IRI I r 2 No 300 ( an Reynolds . 25-ft. roll
ALUMINUM WRAP
Cocktail 39c Cut-Rite - 125-ft. RollWAX PAPER 29*
GERBER'S and HEINZ STRAINED




COCONUT - - - 49°
GOLD MEDAL




FLOUR 5112. bag 59c
‘LL-JERSEY - Qt. Ctn. • Nestles - 6-oz. pkg.
CHOC. MORSELS 25*
Hipolite - nt. jar
MARSHMALLOW CREME 19'





each Xmas Dec. each
Cream Pies _ ea. 79' Cakes  99'
Ambrosia each Xmas dos.
Cake, 99* Cookies  39*




* LIBERTY COUPON *
All Reg. Soft - 6-bottle ctn.
DRINKS  2 ctns. 39'
With thi, coupon and 85.00 add. purch
(Cig., Tobacco & Dairy Prod Excluded)
COUPON VOID AFTER DEC. 24, 1986
Sweet - 12-oz. Jar
39*
Hunt's - 46-oz. can
TOMATO JUICE 29*
* LIBERTY COUPON *
Florida
ORANGES  5-113. bag 19'
With this coupon and 85.00 add. porch.
(01g., Tobacco & Dairy Prod. Excluded)
COUPON VOID AFTER DEC. 24, 1966
U.S.D.A. GRADE "A" - 10 Lbs. and IP
TURKEYS lb. 39c
FRESH PORK Fresh
NECK BONES  lb. 19°










99,'Trade IWinFocis Breaded - 10-ox.
 85'





































SIRLOIN TIP ROAST 16. 85'
Hamburger 3 lbs. $1.
PORK (('enter Cut 59e ih I First Cuts Old Fashion
LARGE BOLOGNA
CHOPS 39iCb FreshFORK CUTLETS
39*
_ 69*
MORTON COCONUT CUSTARD 22-0z. Pi*
Coconut Custard 25c
GRAPEFRUITS APPLES
Florida's Indian Rich Fancy
Red Delicious




RI BABY ENGLISHLE BEANS lb. 191 WALNUTS - _ _ _ lb.45°
4.
FLORIDA THIN SKIN - 125 Six
ORANGES doz. 25 .);
e
FRESH CRISPY YELLOW
CELERY - - large stalk 191 ONIONS -3 lbs. 2T
CALIFORNIA RED EMPORER •
GRAPES 2 lbs. 25c
FRESH • 
CRANBERRIES lb 291 
FRESH
- - - CL 19.° '
-4444 -40-
•
'
'*
41141.44
•
-4•44L..
1
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